Business Coordination Board
Date

Time

Venue

19th July 2018

15.00

17.00

AGENDA
1.
2.

Welcome and apologies
Niki Howard
Declarations of interest

3.

To approve minutes of the Business Coordination Board meeting held on the
17th May 2018

4.

Provisional outturn 17/18
Report from Interim (OPCC) Chief Finance Officer

5.

Annual Report
Report from the Chief Executive

6.

Police and Crime Plan – Victims Theme and Victims Commissioning
Report from the Chief Executive

7.

Police and Crime Plan – Offender Theme
Report from Chief Executive

8.

Local Policing Review to include Demand Hub and Athena update
Report from Chief Constable

9.

Fire Update

Report from the Chief Executive

10. Integrity Controls Assurance
Report from the Chief Executive

11. BCH Collaboration
Report from the Chief Executive

12. Force Management Statements
Report from Chief Constable
13. Information Sharing Agreement
Report from the Chief Executive

Official

Agenda Item 4.0

To:

Business Co-Ordination Board

From:

Interim Chief Finance Officer, OPCC and Chief Finance Officer, Constabulary

Date:

19 July 2018

REVENUE AND CAPITAL BUDGET DRAFT OUTTURN 2017/18
1.

Introduction

1.1

This report provides the Business Co-ordination Board (the “Board”) with an update
on year-end position of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner (the
Commissioner).

1.2

The capital and revenue reported outturn is provisional and subject to the audit of the
2017/18 Annual Statement of Accounts.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is asked to note the:
a) provisional outturn for revenue in 2017/18 and the carry forward requests;
b) provisional outturn for the capital programme and the carried forward requests;
and
c) earmarked reserves position as at 31 March 2018.

3.

Draft Revenue Outturn 2017/18

3.1

At year-end the draft revenue budget was overspent by £1.852m. This year-end
position had been forecast and will be met by a contribution from the Budget
Assistance Reserve. Table 1 provides a breakdown of the year-end position, split
between the Constabulary, the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and
specific grants.
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Table 1: Revenue Outturn 2017/18
Budget
2017/18

Year-End
Outturn(£’000)

Variance
(£’000/%)

126,252

128,040

1,788/ 1.4%

OPCC

1,194

1,098

(96)/8%

Grants,

3,514

3,608

(94)/2.6%

130,959

132,811

1,852 / 1.4%

Constabulary

Capital Financing and
costs of surplus
properties
TOTAL

4.

Draft Outturn 2017/18 - Constabulary

4.1

This summary positon for the Constabulary is shown below. A detailed breakdown of
the figures displayed below can be found at Appendix 1.
Full Year
Budget
2017/18

Outturn
2017/18

Variance
£/%

Local Policing

75,259

73,712

(1,547)/ 2.05%

Organisational
Support

15,984

20,378

4,394/ 27.5%

Collaboration

37,535

37,558

23/ 0.06%

Total
Expenditure

128,778

131,648

Income

-1,435

-2,194

(759)/ 52.9%

Carry Forwards

-1,091

-1,089

2/ 0%

0

-326

(326)/100%

126,252

128,040

1,788/1.4%

Reserves
TOTAL
CONSTABULARY
BUDGET
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4.2

At year-end, Police Officer pay and allowances were underspent. This position was
owing to Police Officer numbers being below the budgeted establishment whilst the
process of recruiting and training new Police Officers was completed. At 31st March
2018, Police Officer numbers were 1,115 including 30 new officers that started in
March 2018, against a budgeted position of 1,091.

4.3

As a result of the Police Officer turnover and subsequent vacancies, the Police Officer
Overtime budget was overspent by £694k.

4.4

PCSO pay and overtime was £667k underspent. This was the result of a shortfall in
strength against establishment. At year-end, there were 107 PCSOs against a
budgeted establishment of 150.

4.5

The budget for Support Staff pay was set incorporating a significant vacancy factor of
£2.9m to enable a balanced budget to be set. This approach was planned with
stringent monitoring of the position throughout the financial year. The Budget
Assistance Reserve was earmarked to offset the overall budget pressure. In addition,
staff costs associated with the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS), along with the
associated income were not budgeted.

4.6

Premises Costs were £110k overspent. This was primarily due to the revaluation of
rates on buildings.

4.7

Transport Costs were £574k overspent. This was due to a new contract with Chiltern
Transport Consortium and associated transfer costs that had not been incorporated
into the budget.

4.8

Supplies & Services was overspent by £0.5m. Key areas of overspend were insurance
(claims handling and Insurance fund), Clothing, the cost of computer equipment in the
new Demand hub and Equipment & materials across the force.

4.9

Overall, collaboration expenditure was very close to that budgeted at the financial
year-end. Joint Protective Services was underspent by £331k owing to Major Crime
Unit (MCU) and Roads Policing Unit (RPU). This underspend was offset by spending
pressures against other collaborated services that included additional ERP set up costs,
local custody costs and HR/L&D costs.

4.10

There are a number of carry forward requests from the Constabulary, which are
detailed in Appendix 2. The majority of these are the carry forward of unspent grant
budgets, which if not carried forward and spent, would require repayment to the grant
paying body. Other carry forwards are where there is a contractual obligation in place.
The total of all carry forwards are £1.012m.
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5.

Draft Outturn 2017/18 – OPCC and Corporate Costs

5.1

Table 3 – OPCC and Corporate Costs Summary
Full Year
Budget
2017/18

Outturn

Variance

2017/18

£/%

Commissioner and Staff

893

771

(122)/ 10.8%

Supplies and Services

302

327

25/ 16.6%

0

96

96/100%

TOTAL OPCC

1,194

1,194

Corporate Costs and
Grants

2,262

2,470

41/ 3.2%

Property in Capital
Financing Costs

1,213

1,161

(52)/ 4.1%

39

174

135/ 346%

0

-197

(293)/ 100%

3,514

3,608

94/ 4.5%

Transfer to Reserves

Costs
of
properties
Reserves
TOTAL

surplus

5.2

Key revenue variances in year are due to the staffing budget which included a Director
of Finance post which was filled by Interim CFO and Interim Head of Finance and an
admin post that was covered by agency staff.

5.3

Property investments were overspent by £135k which were running costs of
properties such as Bridge Street and other others due to be disposed of.
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Draft Outturn 2017/18 – Capital
Table 4 – Capital Programme

All figures £'000
Capital Payments:Land & Buildings
IT & Communications
Fleet
Collaboration
Schemes approved subject to further business case
TOTAL

All figures £'000
Capital Financing:Capital Grants
Capital Grants (Athena)
ESMCP Grant (RCCO)
Budget Assistance Reserve
Estates Development Reserve
Capital Reserve
Carry Forward Reserve
Capital Receipts
Vehicle Receipts (RCCO)
RCCO - approved in-year by Chief Constable
Borrowing
TOTAL

B/Fwd
from
previous
years
590
209
378
427
1,604

B/Fwd
from
previous
years
1,604
1,604

Original
Previously
2017/18
Authorised
Capital
Programme
Programme Amendments
555
1,571
1,889
692
3,594
8,301

1,295
(215)
466
1,546

Original
Previously
2016/17
Authorised
Capital
Programme
Programme Amendments
506
263
3,881
150
3,500
8,301

165
155
(2,035)
1,080
2,000
181
1,546

Note: figures may not cast due to roundings

Revised
2017/18
Capital
Budget

Outturn
2017/18

2,440
1,565
2,267
1,585
3,594
11,451

Revised
2017/18
Capital
Budget

1,629
977
1,854
1,242
5,702

Total Spend

671
155
263
1,846
1,080
2,000
1,604
150
181
3,500
11,451

%
66.8%
62.4%
81.8%
78.3%
0.0%
49.8%

Applied

Transfer to
Capital
Carry
Forward
Reserve

649
483
98
98
119
119
1,534
1,534
437
437
1,376
1,376
1,049
1,049
97
97
343
343
0
5,702
5,536
* year end adjustments

166
8
807
63
544
555
30
2,173

6.1

A detailed breakdown on a scheme by scheme basis of the capital programme is
shown at Appendix 3. At year-end the programme is showing a 50% underspend.
However, £3.5m of this (30%) relates to the Cambridgeshire Southern Police Station
scheme. An explanation of the remaining material underspends in the programme are
detailed below.

6.2

Explanation for variances:
Wisbech Fire Station Extension (£362k underspend)
This project has experienced some delays owing to planning and utility issues. It will
progress through 2018/19.
ICT Consolidated Workstream (£410k underspend)
ICT Capital for Cambs recorded approximately a £600k underspend for financial year
17/18. One of the main reasons for this was in relation to ICT consolidated
workstreams line. ICT was allocated £850k to cover the various infrastructure
convergence projects as part of the continued work to align ICT services across BCH.
£410k was not spent owing to delays in progressing the physical data centre
redevelopment. This had been planned to be completed within the financial year but
following feedback from consultants and changes to scope it was felt this could not
be achieved and it was agreed to defer until 18/19.
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Demand Hub (£371k underspend)
The other project that showed significant underspend was the Demand
Management Software and Workforce Management Software. These projects were
delayed due to the decision to move the Police Service Centre to create a single
‘Demand Hub’ at Police Headquarters. This resulted in ICT needing to upgrade the
telephony systems and thus a decision was taken to delay the implementation of
these systems due to the integration with the telephony solutions.
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Reserves
Table 5: Reserves position
Balance
1/4/17

Added to
Reserve

Actual
usage

Balance
31/3/18

Usable Reserves
Carry Forward Revenue Reserve

1,089

1,012

(1,089)

1,012

78

38

-

116

Budget Assistance Reserve

8,414

-

(4,354)

4,060

Road Casualty Reduction & Support Fund (*)

1,348

402

(168)

1,582

Collaboration & Commissioning Reserve

270

-

(10)

260

ICT Development Reserve

432

-

-

432

3,439

-

(500)

2,939

Insurance Reserve

996

-

(134)

862

Ill-Health Retirement Reserve

398

-

-

398

Capital Reserve

3,205

-

(1,920)

1,285

Capital Receipts Reserve

1,209

705

Capital Carry Forward Reserve

1,604

2,173

(1,604)

2,173

22,482

4,330

(9,779)

17,033

7,198

-

29,680

4,330

Drug Forfeiture (Operational) Reserve

Estate Development Reserve
Contingency Reserves

Capital Reserves

Total Earmarked Reserves
General Reserve
Total Usable Reserves

7.1

-

(9,779)

1,914

7,198
24,231

Table 5 outlines the reserves position at the end of 2017/18 after the impact of the
provisional outturn and all reserves adjustments. The position reported here is in
overall alignment with the reserves strategy adopted as part of the MTFS 2018/19 to
2021/22 and will be further refreshed as part of the review of the MTFS as part of
the budget setting process for 2019/20.
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Appendix 1
High Level Constabulary Budget
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Appendix 2
Revenue Carry Forward Requests
Carry Forwards to 2018/19
CARRY FORWARD OF GRANT AND PARTNERSHIP FUNDING
Description

Department

£'000

Asset recovery incentivisation

Local Policing

170

Victims services Grant

PCC

103

CCJB

Corporate

87

Football Grants

Local Policing

83

Victim & Witness Hub

Local Policing

47

Substance Misuse

Local Policing

40

IOM

Local Policing

39

POCA

Local Policing

38

Restorative Justice

Local Policing

27

ACPO Women's Group Funds

ACPO

23

SARC

Local Policing

23

Crime & Disorder Grant

PCC

16

Other Carry Forward <£5k

Local Policing

13

Cadets

Local Policing

13

Op Anglian

Corporate

7

Cambs Award Ceremony

Corporate Comms

6

East Cambs CSP

Local Policing

6

Bikesafe
Modern Slavery PTF

RPU

4

PCC

1

Sub Total

Narrative
Grants are where we have been
awarded funds for a specific
purpose and the project is not
completed. The money is for
committed spend i.e. victim
services grant.
Partnership Funding is where we
act as bankers for a partnership
and the money is not
Cambridgeshire's to spend i.e.
ACPO Women's Bank Account we hold the money on behalf of
the national group.

745
CARRY FORWARD OF UNDERSPENDING
Description

Department

£'000

Taser

Local Policing

42

Agile - Demand Hub

Agile

42

Process Evolution

CDD

23

Sub Total

107

Narrative
The only underspend we carry
forward is where expenditure
was committed prior to year-end
and has not been fully spent.

CARRY FORWARD OF COLLABORATED UNITS
Description
ERSOU
Sub Total
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Department

£'000

Collaboration

160
160

Narrative
As above
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Appendix 3
Scheme by Scheme Capital Report to 31st March 2018
Notes
at
Para.

Scheme
Title

Job
Code

Budget
B/Fwd

Original
Proposed
Revised
Capital
Programme Capital Budget
Programme Amendments
2017/18
as amended*
(D+E+F)
£'000
£'000
£'000

£'000
Fleet
Vehicle Replacement Programme
New Vehicle Equipment
Telematics
Fleet Total

Actual
YTD

Commitments
YTD

£'000

£'000

Committed
& Spent
YTD
(H+I)
£'000

Expected Variance
Outturn
at
2017/18 year end
(K-G)
£'000
£'000

Predicted Estimated
C/Fwd
(Under)/Over2017/18
spend
(L+M)
£'000
£'000

C8010
C8011
C8105

268
110
378

1,300
400
189
1,889

-

1,568
510
189
2,267

1,568
217
69
1,854

-

1,568
217
69
1,854

1,568
217
69
1,854

(293)
(120)
(413)

293
120
413

-

C8028
BCHCAG
C8053
C8060
C8062
C8063
C8065
C8071
BCHCAA
C8102
C8116
C8117
C8118
C8119
C8120
C8123
C8104

125
8
123
11
9
1
150
427

247
140
263
42
181
21
38
30
56
140
1,158

-

125
247
8
123
11
9
1
290
263
42
181
21
38
30
56
140
1,585

65
153
8
156
10
221
119
43
188
9
38
32
26
118
56
1,242

-

65
153
8
156
10
221
119
43
188
9
38
32
26
118
56
1,242

65
153
8
156
10
221
119
43
188
9
38
32
26
118
56
1,242

(60)
(94)
33
(1)
(9)
(1)
(69)
(144)
1
7
(12)
2
(30)
(22)
56
(343)

60
94
9
69
144
30
22
428

33
(1)
(1)
1
7
(12)
2
56
85

-

94
3,500

-

94
3,500

-

-

-

-

(94)
(3,500)

-

(94)
(3,500)

1,604

9,847

-

11,451

5,702

-

5,702

5,702

(5,749)

2,154

(3,595)

Collaboration

4.2

4.3
4.1

4.1

JPS Equipment Replacement Rolling Programme
Org Support BCH ERP Purchase
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - Identity
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - WAN
IMD DP FOI
BCH Property Management System
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - Email Archiving
JPS ANPR
ESN - ICCS
Digital Interview Recording Equipment Refresh
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - Data Centre
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - Exchange Servers
tuServ - Athena Integration (Phases 1&2)
tuServ Biometrics
Seven Forces PSD Monitoring System
BCH In-Cell Conferencing Facilities
Ersou capital expenditure
Collaboration Total
Schemes Approved Subject to Further Business Case
CRM / Contact
Parkside Custody Replacement
Grand Total

*Approved Capital Programme + / - previously authorised additions, deletions & virements
Note: figures may not cast due to roundings

Notes
at
Para.

Scheme
Title

Job
Code

Budget
B/Fwd

Original
Proposed
Revised
Capital
Programme Capital Budget
Programme Amendments
2017/18
as amended*
(D+E+F)
£'000
£'000
£'000

£'000
Fleet
Vehicle Replacement Programme
New Vehicle Equipment
Telematics
Fleet Total

Actual
YTD

Commitments
YTD

£'000

£'000

Committed
& Spent
YTD
(H+I)
£'000

Expected Variance
Outturn
at
2017/18 year end
(K-G)
£'000
£'000

Predicted Estimated
C/Fwd
(Under)/Over2017/18
spend
(L+M)
£'000
£'000

C8010
C8011
C8105

268
110
378

1,300
400
189
1,889

-

1,568
510
189
2,267

1,568
217
69
1,854

-

1,568
217
69
1,854

1,568
217
69
1,854

(293)
(120)
(413)

293
120
413

-

C8028
BCHCAG
C8053
C8060
C8062
C8063
C8065
C8071
BCHCAA
C8102
C8116
C8117
C8118
C8119
C8120
C8123
C8104

125
8
123
11
9
1
150
427

247
140
263
42
181
21
38
30
56
140
1,158

-

125
247
8
123
11
9
1
290
263
42
181
21
38
30
56
140
1,585

65
153
8
156
10
221
119
43
188
9
38
32
26
118
56
1,242

-

65
153
8
156
10
221
119
43
188
9
38
32
26
118
56
1,242

65
153
8
156
10
221
119
43
188
9
38
32
26
118
56
1,242

(60)
(94)
33
(1)
(9)
(1)
(69)
(144)
1
7
(12)
2
(30)
(22)
56
(343)

60
94
9
69
144
30
22
428

33
(1)
(1)
1
7
(12)
2
56
85

-

94
3,500

-

94
3,500

-

-

-

-

(94)
(3,500)

-

(94)
(3,500)

1,604

9,847

-

11,451

5,702

-

5,702

5,702

(5,749)

2,154

(3,595)

Collaboration

4.2

4.3
4.1

4.1

JPS Equipment Replacement Rolling Programme
Org Support BCH ERP Purchase
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - Identity
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - WAN
IMD DP FOI
BCH Property Management System
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - Email Archiving
JPS ANPR
ESN - ICCS
Digital Interview Recording Equipment Refresh
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - Data Centre
Org Support ICT Infrastructure for BCH - Exchange Servers
tuServ - Athena Integration (Phases 1&2)
tuServ Biometrics
Seven Forces PSD Monitoring System
BCH In-Cell Conferencing Facilities
Ersou capital expenditure
Collaboration Total
Schemes Approved Subject to Further Business Case
CRM / Contact
Parkside Custody Replacement
Grand Total

*Approved Capital Programme + / - previously authorised additions, deletions & virements
Note: figures may not cast due to roundings
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Appendix 4
Capital Carry Forward Requests
Scheme Title

Job Code

Revised
Capital
Budget
2017/18
£'000

Provisional
Outturn
2017/18
£'000

Wisbech Fire Station Ext for Police Purposes

C8068

HQ Lead Decontamination and Prevention

C8106

90

27

(63)

Demand Hub - Building Works

C8114

735

364

(371)

Org Support BCH ERP Purchase

C8032+BCHCAG

247

153

(94)

Demand Management Software

C8097

56

36

(20)

Workforce Management Software Upgrade

C8098

44

12

(32)

ICT Consolidated Workstreams

C8111

100

98

(2)

ICT Office Relocation Works

C8122

50

36

(14)

Network EOL Switches

C8115

70

39

(31)

Replacement of SAN (ICT Area Network)

C8110

100

98

(2)

BCH Property Management System

C8063

PSD 7F Software Monitoring

C8120

Scheme Title

Job Code

121

9

83

Variance
at Year
End
£'000

0

(38)

(9)
0

Revised
Capital
Budget
2017/18
£'000

Provisional
Outturn
2017/18
£'000

Variance
at Year
End
£'000

JPS ANPR

C8071

290

221

(69)

ESN - ICCS

BCHCAA/C8099

263

119

(144)

Custody Virtual Courts

C8049

35

27

(8)

Telematics

C8105

189

69

(120)

Vehicle Replacement Programme/Equipment

C8010/C8011

510

217

(293)

BCH In-Cell Conferencing Facilities

C8123

140

118

(22)

JPS Equipment Replacement Rolling Programme

C8028

125

65

(60)
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Requested
Carry
Forward
£'000

Details of Carry Forward Request

The project has been delayed on planning grounds but a
successful planning consent is expected during April which will
361 be followed by procurement for the construction
Although the main contamination has been removed it is now
necessary to investigate and remove contamination in
63 concealed areas such as roof voids
371 Completion scheduled for completion 18/05/18
Approx £200k budget, but supplier implementation and CRM
professional services slipped in 1718, hence after grant we
94 require a carry forward of £102k
Unable to purchase final element until pilot is completed and is
20 delayed re Athena & PO commitment
32 To cover commitment on PO ADN0417
410 Request a carry forward for Phase 2 of DC Infrastructure
Additional request for Soundproofing of all SMT offices, was
waiting to ensure that JB's office has worked. Work not
14 completed in 17/18
Requested £37k cfwd for PO ADN1011 as not delivered, but
31 only £31k remaining from budget
2 To cover half the commitment on PO ADN1114 of £4k
£12k requested but only £9k budget. Milestone 2 is not yet
completed. It has been delayed due to technical and business
issues. The first part will be in April with final Go Live in July

9
Milestone 4 - Test and Milestone 5 - Deployment and
30 Hypercare

Requested
Carry
Forward
£'000

Details of Carry Forward Request

The quote for three trunk road sites are excessive and so
reviewing options with contractors and Highways to bring the
69 cost down and will be used in first 3 months of 2018/19
Carry forward for commitments and remainder £61k from a
144 specific grant
8 To cover commitments
120 Ordered 200 kits that won't be delivered until April 2018.
With CTC taking over the vehicle purchases and sales we are
still awaiting final figures. WE request a carry forward to cover
293 combined both projects.
£22k carry forward requested to cover support fees of £26k both
22 in 18/19 and 19/20
A rolling programme to cover £2k commitment from 17/18 and
60 plenty of other commitments next year
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

19 July 2018

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S ANNUAL REPORT 2017/18
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
with a draft copy of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (the “Commissioner”) Annual
Report for the period April 2017 to March 2018.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

2.2

The Board is also asked to note that the final draft Annual Report will be published for
the Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”) meeting on the 30th July 2018

3.

Background

3.1

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 requires the Commissioner to
produce an Annual Report. This report must include the progress which has been
made in meeting the objectives within the Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan.

3.2

As soon as practicable after producing an Annual Report the Commissioner must send
it to the Panel. Following any report or recommendations from the Panel, the
Commissioner must publish the Annual Report. The Commissioner intends to present
the Annual Report to the Panel’s meeting on the 30th July 2018

4.

Annual Report overview

4.1

The Commissioner developed the Police and Crime Plan which was launched in March
2017.
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4.2

This Annual Report provides an opportunity to review the work carried out over the
last year to deliver the priorities set out as set out in the Police and Crime Plan and also
to look ahead at how some the key challenges will be addressed.

4.3

In developing this year’s Annual Report, the Commissioner has taken on board the
comments of the Panel, from June 2017, by including the provision of more
performance data as part of the content.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

5.2

The Board is also asked to note that the final draft Annual Report will be published for
the Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”) meeting on the 30th July 2018

Source Documents

Police and Crime Plan 2017 -2020
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/09/18-03-01-Police-and-Crime-PlanFINAL.pdf

Contact Officer

Business Coordination Board
19 July 2018

Catherine Kimberly, Communications and Engagement Manager
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Foreword

W

elcome to this year’s annual report. As I
was elected in May 2016, this report
represents my first full year in oﬃce.
What a year it has been.
My varied role includes a duty to hold the Chief
Constable to account, on behalf of the people, for the
delivery of an eﬀective and eﬃcient police force that
people trust and have confidence in.
In order to do this I start by listening. Listening to
people who live and work in the county, to police
oﬃcers and to the many partners and businesses we
work with. Over the year I have spoken to hundreds of
individuals and groups to understand their concerns
and develop plans to ensure the police respond
eﬀectively.
From these conversations I know that what people
want is more police visibility – more oﬃcers patrolling
the streets and providing reassurance. At the same
time, however, we must focus on protecting the most
vulnerable members of society and tackle serious
crime such as drug traﬃcking, domestic abuse, child
sexual exploitation and human traﬃcking.

4

The number of crimes recorded over the year has
increased, both nationally and in Cambridgeshire.
There are several reasons for this: some of the increase
is due to stricter recording practices; some is down to
people having increased confidence in reporting
crime to the police, particularly around domestic or
sexual abuse and there is a genuine increase in some
types of crime. The workload is increasing particularly
in terms of investigating more ‘hidden’ crimes which
tend to happen behind closed doors, in people’s
homes or online.
This demand must be managed against the backdrop
of financial pressures. Whilst police budgets have been
protected by central government, inflation and other
cost pressures mean we have to continually find
savings to achieve a balanced budget.
In order to plan for the future and meet both public
and government expectations, I have been working
with the Chief Constable to make sure the resources
we have are put to the best possible use. During the
year the Chief Constable undertook a review of how
local policing was organised to see if there were better
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ways of working. This has resulted in a simplified
policing structure that reduces a number of senior
policing and supervisor posts. The new model uses
the savings to recruit an additional 50 warranted
police oﬃcers whilst retaining a minimum of 80 PCSOs
who continue to be used to work in partnership to
protect vulnerable people, victims of crime and ASB.

This is particularly important with young people who,
if identified early, can be diverted away from a wasted
life of crime. I chair a number of countywide strategic
groups that are changing the way public organisations
work together, ensuring our work is joined up and
considers the “big picture” rather than just the work of
our own individual organisations.

At the same time I have consulted the people of the
county about increasing the policing element of
council tax by £12 a year per household for 2018/19
(based on a band D property). 78% of the 3,268
responders said they were prepared to pay this extra
amount. I have decided, with the Chief Constable, to
use this additional income to recruit an additional
55 oﬃcers.

Looking ahead, I am pleased to say that with an
excellent management team, additional oﬃcers
coming on board and continued collaboration with
other police forces and other public service
organisations, Cambridgeshire Constabulary is in a
good position to tackle future challenges. We will
never be complacent. It will mean hard work by all
involved but we have a first rate work force, dedicated
to serving the people who live, work or visit the
county.

The Local Policing Review and council tax rise allow us
to increase oﬃcer numbers and thereby better meet
public expectations while also providing increased
resources to tackle crime and bring oﬀenders to
justice. We will continue to focus on the vulnerable,
putting victims first and helping them cope and
recover from their experiences.

Finally, I would like to thank all those who have
worked so hard over the past year to keep the people
of Cambridgeshire safe and maintain its position as
one of the safest places to live in the country.
Jason Ablewhite

Policing does not work in isolation. It is only by
working in close partnership with others that we can
properly tackle the root causes of oﬀending and find
eﬀective ways of stopping people from reoﬀending.

Police and Crime Commissioner
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The Role of the
Police and Crime Commissioner

T

he duties of a Police and Crime
Commissioner are set out in the
Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011. Their role is to
represent the public and hold the police
to account on behalf of the public.
Commissioners are responsible for
ensuring an eﬃcient and eﬀective police
service is delivered within their force area
and work with partners
to cut crime and disorder.
Specific responsibilities include:
5 Appoint the Chief Constable and hold
him/her them to account for running the
force and, if necessary, dismiss or suspend
them
5 Set the police and crime objectives for
their area through a police and crime
plan
5 Set the force budget and determine the
Chief Constable, Alec Wood, with Police and Crime Commissioner,
policing part of the council tax
Jason Ablewhite
5 Bring together community safety and
criminal justice partners, to make sure
local priorities are joined up
5 Commission victims’ services
5 Seek out opportunities to collaborate
with other emergency service and public
service organisations
The Commissioner’s role is varied and
expanding. To support him in his work
the Commissioner has appointed
Peterborough based Councillor Ray Bisby
as Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner.

6
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What the police are dealing with

C

ambridgeshire is a large county
measuring 1,309 square miles. With a
population in 2011 of 830,000 it is also
one of the fastest growing areas of the country
seeing a 13% increase in population over a ten
year period and an expected future growth of
25% by 2031. The county has a varied
geography including sparsely populated rural
communities, market towns and the cities of Ely,
Peterborough and Cambridge. The resident
population is diverse, with 10% from black,
Asian and minority ethnic communities, and is
further increased by university students and
those visiting or travelling through the county.

Despite its rapid growth, Cambridgeshire remains
one of the lowest funded forces in the country. The
result of high population and low funding is that
Cambridgeshire Constabulary is one of the lowest
costing forces in the country, costing 43p per person
per day compared to the national average of 55p per
person per day. The focus remains on maintaining
frontline oﬃcer numbers and in Cambridgeshire 76%
of oﬃcers are front line.
Nationally, crime is on the increase, up 15% in the year
ending December 2017. Crime in Cambridgeshire has
increased by 22%.
1

The increase in reported crime is partly due to changes
in recording practices with national procedures
requiring the recording of all crime, even when no
further action is possible. Cambridgeshire has been
particularly good at recording crime with an
independently measured compliance rate of 94.2%
(compared to a national average of 87.2% year ending
March 2017). Around 10% of the 22% increase in crime
in this county was due to improved recording
standards.
There has also been an increase in the confidence of
people to report crime, particularly cases of serious
crimes such as sexual abuse and domestic violence.
Victims feel they are more likely to be believed and
supported by the police.
The complexity of the types of crime that have been
increasing has resulted in a larger investigative
workload impacting on the average length of time
taken to complete an investigation. The 12 months
ending March 2018 saw the average length of
investigation increase to 84 days, from 66 days the
previous year.
Despite Cambridgeshire recording a higher
than national percentage increase in crime,
Cambridgeshire’s crime rate per 1,000 population is
78.9, which is below the national rate1.

Crime in England and Wales: Year ending December 2017 (ONS). National rate per 1,000 population is 82.3.
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Demand on Policing
On A TyPICAl DAy
In CAMbRIDgeSHIRe

349
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448
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32

calls to
calls to

999
101

incidents recorded

AS Well AS DeAlIng
WITH CRIMe eACH
DAy, OFFICeRS WIll…

28

Respond to
incidents
flagged as being
associated with people
with mental health issues

7

crimes reported

Respond
to to
Respond
missing person
reports each of
which will take on
average 10 hours
police time

arrests made

AMOngST OTHeR
CRIMeS, OFFICeRS
WIll DeAl WITH:

8
87
14

dwelling burglaries
thefts

thefts from
a motor vehicle

2

Undertake

17

breath tests

robberies

5
21

46

violent crimes
Deal with

sexual oﬀences

8

6

Attend
road traﬃc
collisions
where there
are casualties

54

ASB incidents

domestic abuse incidents
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Crime v non-crime
In Cambridgeshire the total number of incidents recorded between April 2017 and March 2018 was 171,534
An incident is when the police are contacted for any reason.
Nationally, incidents are classified as “crime” or “non-crime” .
A crime is an incident where a criminal act has taken place and a prosecution could be made.
A non-crime incident is one where no criminal activity can be identified and is therefore not recorded as a crime.
There are four categories of non-crime: Administration, Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB), Public Safety and Traﬃc.
The table below shows the breakdown of incidents.
Public safety incidents represent the greatest share of non-crime incidents. They are made up of a number of
sub-categories as follows: Safety security concern 23.8%, domestic incident 7.4%, hoax/abandoned call 2.7%,
missing persons 1.6%, animals and wildlife 1.5%.
Administration involves giving out messages of advice. ASB involves reports of anti-social behaviour but often when
the police arrive there is no criminal activity taking place.
Therefore, of all incidents in Cambridgeshire. 19.1% were closed as crimes. 80.9% were closed as non-crime.
5.8% of incidents include a mental health qualifier.
Nationally the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC) estimate that 84% of crime is classified as non-crime.

Incidents recorded between April 2017 and March 2018
80,000
70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
0
Incidents
Crime

Admin

ASB

Public Safety

Traﬃc
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The Police and Crime Plan

O

ne of the roles of the Police and Crime Commissioner is to produce a Police and Crime Plan
which sets out police and crime objectives for the county. The Plan also sets out how
financial and other resources will be allocated – including setting the policing part of the
council tax and issuing crime and disorder reduction grants.

The Plan can be summarised in a single chart.
The rest of this document sets out what has happened over the last year to deliver the priorities set out in the
Police and Crime Plan.

Police and Crime Plan – Community Safety and Criminal Justice
VISIOn

STRATegIC THeMe

AIM

SHAReD OUTCOMe

Deliver a victim
first approach

Victims and witnesses are
placed at the heart of the
criminal justice system
and have access to clear
pathways of support

Reduce re-oﬀending

Oﬀenders are brought
to justice and are less
likely to reoﬀend

Victims
Safeguarding the
vulnerable

Oﬀenders

Working
together to keep
Cambridgeshire
safe

Attacking criminality

Communities
Preventing crime
Reassuring the public

Transformation
Achieving best use
of resources

Communities have
confidence in how we
respond to their needs

Support safer and
stronger communities

Ensure value for money
for tax payers now and
in the future

We deliver improved
outcomes and savings
through innovation and
collaboration

Four year strategic plan for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
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Victims – Victims and witnesses are placed at
the heart of the criminal justice system and
have access to clear pathways of support
Supporting Victims and Witnesses

P

olice and Crime Commissioners are
responsible for commissioning local
support services for victims of crime
which help them cope and recover from their
experience. In Cambridgeshire an integrated
approach is taken where the victim is
supported through the whole criminal justice
process from start to finish.
Victim and Witness Hub
At the heart of Cambridgeshire’s service is the Victim
and Witness Hub. The team, which is made up of a
mixture of full time staﬀ and community volunteers,
aim to provide an end-to-end support service for all
victims from the point the crime has been reported
right through the court process and beyond with 3,000
people receiving dedicated support in the last year.
This is a free service and is available to all victims and
witnesses, including bereaved relatives, parents or
guardians of victims under 18 and employees of
business targeted by criminals. It is also available to
victims of crime who don’t want to report to the police
– with just short of 100 people self-referring in 2017.
Victim and Witness Care Co-ordinators contact victims
and oﬀer to develop a recovery plan with them. This
could include signposting to specialist posts, support
for mental health issues, young victims of crime,
practical help making homes secure or linking people
to community services. A number of co-ordinators also
act as champions for certain crime types such as hate
crime, domestic abuse, burglary and cybercrime. The
Hub brings together a range of people with diﬀerent
skills and expertise to directly support victims or
signpost them to specialist services. Specialist support
services funded by the Commissioner include:
5 Lithuanian and Russian speaking Specialist Victim
and Witness Care Co-ordinators– providing support
for migrant victims of exploitation and modern day
slavery.

5 Specialist Victim and Witness Care Co-ordinator for
young victims of crime – provided by the charity
Family Action, Peterborough. More than 230 young
people received support in the last year.
5 Restorative Justice Co-ordinator – receives all
referrals on behalf of victims who are interested in
exploring restorative justice. Restorative Justice (RJ)
allows victims of crime the chance to ask to meet
their oﬀenders in a controlled and safe environment
to talk about the harm that has been caused and to
find a way to repair that harm. A team of volunteers
facilitate the restorative justice conferences in a safe,
eﬀective and high quality way. The Service was
awarded the Restorative Service Quality Mark in
June 2017.
5 Victim Pathfinders – these Community Psychiatric
Nurses work with victims to provide support for
mental health issues. This can include self-help
techniques for anxiety through to assisting people to
access mental health services.
5 Home Security for elderly victims of crime – a fund
managed by Cambridgeshire Shrievalty Trust.
Working as the Bobby Scheme, this charity installs
new locks and other security measures to help
victims of burglary feel safer in their own home and
reduce their chance of becoming a repeat victim. In
2017 100% of the 626 elderly people whose homes
were secured said they felt safer as a result; only two
were repeat victims of crime.

Sexual Assault Referral Centre
The Elms, Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC)
provides a one-stop-shop to anyone in Cambridgeshire
who has experienced sexual violence and/or sexual
abuse, providing free support and practical help. In
2017 nearly 300 people made use of the centre.
The Elms has a team of professionals, who work 24/7 to
help people that have been aﬀected by rape, sexual
assault or sexual abuse providing a safe and
comfortable space for victims to be interviewed,
medically examined and supported. The Centre
includes a live video link room allowing victims to give
evidence via the link rather than having to face the
accused in a court room.
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Countywide support for victims of
sexual violence
Survivors of sexual violence can access specialist
support services delivered by the Cambridge and
Peterborough Rape Crisis Partnership. This service is
funded by the Commissioner with contributions from
the local authority and NHS England. This all-age
service, which is available for men and women was
launched in April 2017 in a bid to standardise services
across the county. It provides a helpline, emotional
support and a team of Independent Sexual Violence
Advisors (ISVAs) for both adults and young people who
work in partnership with colleagues at the SARC. In the
past year more than 2,000 survivors have been
supported by the service.

Countywide support for victims
of domestic abuse
Support is available for victims of domestic abuse
through a team of Independent Domestic Violence
Advocates split between the Victim and Witness Hub
and Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub. The staﬀ work in
partnership with other agencies to put plans in place
to ensure the safety of victims and their children.
Specialist Independent Domestic Violence Advocates
(IDVAs) work with young people and victims from A8
countries (Eastern European) and the Commissioner is
one of only eight county areas to be working with the
Suzy Lamplugh Trust to set up a dedicated service for
victims of stalking and harassment. A domestic abuse
outreach service, commissioned from third sector
organisations works in the community to raise

awareness of domestic abuse and provide face to face
advice to victims. Telephone-based support is also
available from staﬀ in the Victim and Witness Hub.

extended support for young victims
Young people who may have been victims of, or
witnessed sexual violence or domestic abuse can
access specialist counselling funded by a successful bid
to the Home Oﬃce ‘Violence Against Women and Girls’
(VAWG) fund.
The Oﬃce of the Police and Crime Commissioner and
Cambridgeshire County Council led a bid which
secured £470,000 in funding over three years.
The service is provided by Embrace – Child Victims of
Crime, Cambridge Rape Crisis and the Youth Oﬀending
Service. It supports victims and witnesses and those
young people who may be showing low-level
potentially harmful behaviours as a result of what they
have been exposed to.

Mental Health
The Commissioner continues to fund three Community
Psychiatric Nurses (CPNs) who are provided by the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Foundation Trust
(CPFT). Commissioned through the Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) these nurses form the
Integrated Mental Health Team (IMHT) and are
embedded within the Constabulary’s 999 Force Control
Room. They provide immediate advice and support to
members of the public who call 999 that potentially
have mental health issues. They also provide advice to
the oﬃcers on how best to handle these vulnerable
individuals.
Evaluation of the IMHT team in 2017 clearly showed
that through this partnership approach individuals in
mental health crisis are receiving a more appropriate
and informed response, providing them with better
help and also reducing the risk to them and the oﬃcers
dealing with them.
In one year the nurses reviewed 10,715 incidents. 83%
of the incidents involved people that were currently, or
had been previously, known to CPFT for mental health
issues. As a result unnecessary police deployments
were avoided, missing people were found quicker,
police time saved, police staﬀ feel more confident and
more appropriate non-emergency services used to
help callers.
This partnership approach by the police and the
mental health trust provides real benefits to both the
public and the service providers.
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Constabulary – Hate Crime
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Safeguarding the vulnerable
The Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub, known as the
MASH, oﬀers a single point of contact to address
safeguarding concerns for vulnerable individuals and
provides a number of diﬀerent services to children,
families and adults across Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough.
Cambridgeshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire Fire and
Rescue Service, Cambridgeshire County Council and
Peterborough City Council work together in shared
oﬃces. The Hub contains specialist advisors to support
victims, or potential victims, of crime, abuse or neglect.
The Hub provides a secure and confidential
environment for professionals to share information,
enabling them to identify repeat referrals. Taken in
isolation, these referrals may not appear concerning to
an individual organisation. However, by working
together agencies are able to share information,
identify those at highest risk and allow them to take
collective action. The Hub is based in a police building
and the Commissioner does not cross charge partners
for use of the building.
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investigations which have disrupted high risk organised
crime groups. Convictions have been secured for a
range of criminal oﬀences including fraud, sham
marriages, traﬃcking, theft and child cruelty.
The Constabulary also continues to carry out the wellpublicised multi-agency work visiting homes of
multiple occupancy. These are led by Lithuanian/
Russian speaking Specialist Victim and Witness Care
Coordinators and a PCSO. The visits enable significant
intelligence gathering, identification, safeguarding of
victims and overall improved understanding of modern
slavery in the area
Additional resource has been secured for the region
through the Modern Slavery Transformation
Programme which is a national project funded by a
Police Transformation Fund grant. The purpose of the
programme is to enable the Police Service and other
law enforcement agencies to develop an improved
response to Modern Slavery. The funding has allowed
ERSOU to appoint two co-ordinators, experienced in
tackling modern day slavery, as well as an analyst to
support this agenda.

Modern Day Slavery
Modern Day Slavery remains invisible to most people
but exists in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough as it
does across the country. Developing intelligence forms
a significant part of policing activity and enables
interventions to be put in place to protect vulnerable
young people and adults. Operating through the
Eastern Region Special Operations Unit (ERSOU) there
have been a number of planned operations and

Hate Crime
A hate crime is any crime that is motivated by hostility
on the grounds of race, religion, sexual orientation,
disability or transgender identity. Hate crime victims are
more likely to suﬀer repeat victimisation and are more
likely to suﬀer serious psychological impacts as a result.
In line with the national trend, there has been an
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increase in instances of hate crime in recent years,
influenced by national events such as Brexit and a
number of terror attacks. It is widely recognised
nationally that hate crime is significantly under-reported
and the Constabulary has been working to increase
confidence to improve reporting. The amount of hate
crime reported to the Constabulary fluctuates from
month to month, with the highest recording of 131
(June 2017).
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of burglary 87.6% (12 month rolling average to March
2018). The Commissioner has sought assurance from
the Chief Constable that this level of commitment will
continue.

burglary

The Commissioner contributed £50,000 to the “Bobby
Scheme” which provides free support to elderly victims
of burglary, installing locks, bolts and chains to
improve home security and provide reassurance. The
Victim and Witness Hub provides support to those that
have been aﬀected.

Fear of burglary can be high and it is also a crime
where victims can be traumatised and left needing a
lot of support to recover.

Support for Road Traﬃc Victims – provided by
the Road Victims Trust

Burglary dwelling and burglary non dwelling saw an
increase in the year (following a decrease the previous
year).
In response to rising crime trends the Constabulary
instigated a series of monthly Days of Action from
January 2018 in order to tackle specific issues. The days
focused on crime prevention, dealing with five
outstanding suspects and burglary. This included
tagging 750 bikes, hosting five community crime
prevention workshops and tackling 50 outstanding
suspects in 24 hours. The last quarter of the year saw a
dramatic reduction in the number of burglaries.
The Constabulary places a high priority on tackling
burglary and supporting those that have been victims.
Satisfaction levels from victims with the way they have
been supported remain high at 90.6%, and for victims

14

The bereaved families of those killed on the county’s
roads in fatal road traﬃc collisions are supported by
the Road Victims Trust. The work of the charity’s
volunteers not only saves oﬃcer time but
professionalises the support oﬀered to families in
what are often traumatic circumstances.
Sadly, 37 people were killed on Cambridgeshire roads
between April 2017 and March 2018 but, supported by
funding from the Commissioner, the Roads Victims
Trust were there to oﬀer help to cope with the
aftermath of each tragedy.

Countywide partnership approach to
Community Safety
The Police and Crime Commissioner is taking the lead
in ensuring a countywide partnership approach to
reduce crime and disorder and ensure that the crime
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Constabulary – % at least Fairly Satisfied with Police Actions
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disorder grants he allocates have the greatest impact.
Crime prevention plays a big part in this, helping tackle
the root causes of criminality and diverting people
away from a life of crime, particularly the young.
There are six Community Safety Partnerships in the
county who identify and tackle local “place-based”
issues. The groups are overseen by the Countywide
Community Safety Strategic Board chaired by the
Commissioner.
The Commissioner awards nearly £1.3m of grants to
organisations who he believes will secure or contribute
to securing crime and disorder reduction in the area. A
full list of the grants, aligned to the section of the
Police and Crime Plan they support, awarded in
2017/18 is listed on pages 16 and 17.
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Service satisfaction
The feedback from victims regarding the support they
have received has been very positive and continues to
reflect the level of professionalism in the service and
support being oﬀered to victims of crime. In March
2018, 86.1% of victims were recorded as being at least
fairly satisfied with the service they receive (12 month
moving average). However, this is down from 90% in
March 2017. The main reason for dissatisfaction were
around some victims feeling let down by the limited
follow up care. The Commissioner has sought
assurance from the Chief Constable that victim after
care remains a priority and that all possible steps will
be taken to learn from comments made in the victim
satisfaction survey.

The Oﬃce of the Police and Crime Commissioner
worked with partners in 2017 to develop a refreshed
agreement to ensure there was strong and clear
leadership of high risk areas. At the January 2018
Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
partners agreed it would be helpful to have a head of
terms, or Memorandum of Understanding between the
place-based Community Safety Partnership (CSPs) and
countywide risk-focused thematic groups. This would
set out not only how they link with each other but also
align with the local Living Well health partnerships. The
Commissioner also worked with partners to organise a
Housing Conference, bringing together all agencies
involved in providing housing for those who have
been in contact with the criminal justice system,
providing a joined up approach.
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Victim Services Awards 2017/18
Service Provision

Provider

Funding £

Cambridgeshire Constabulary

446,000

Specialist Victim Care Co-ordinator –
Migrant Victims of Exploitation

Cambridgeshire Constabulary

33,445

Specialist Victim Care Co-ordinator –
Young Victims of Crime

Family Action

32,670

Practical support for young victims of crime

Embrace – Child Victims of Crime

2,000

Multi Agency Restorative Justice Hub
Receives all enquiries and referrals from
victims and other agencies about RJ.
Co-ordinates all RJ interventions.

Cambridgeshire Constabulary

52,750

Victim Pathfinders – mental health nurses
Provide expertise, support and a referral
capability for victims with suspected mental
health issues identifying and co-ordinating
pathways into treatment.

Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Foundation Trust

75,000

Home security for elderly victims of burglary
Target hardening work to reduce repeat
victimisation

Shrievalty Trust

50,000

Young Person Independent
Domestic Violence Advisor
Support and advocacy for young victims of
intimate partner domestic violence

Cambridgeshire County Council

40,000

Specialist Support Services –
Countywide Sexual Violence Service
Funding contribution for end-to-end support
service to include: telephone helpline, triage
and assessment, emotional support, group
work and counselling provision. This also
include ISVA and CHISVA provision.

Cambridge & Peterborough
Rape Crisis Partnership

213,000
(378,000)

Safeguarding the vulnerable
Victim and Witness Hub
Proactively contacts all victims of crime
by letter or phone (depending on need) –
oﬀers telephone-based emotional support,
onward referral and supportive signposting
or face to face support from in-house
Community Volunteers. Receives all
self-referrals for support.
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Service Provision

Provider

Funding £

Independent Sexual Violence Advocate
One oﬀ mid-year funding award to provide
additional capacity to respond to increase in
reporting of sexual violence.

Cambridge & Peterborough
Rape Crisis Partnership

7,434

Counselling service for young victims
of sexual violence and domestic abuse
SARC-based match-funded post to provide
emotional support for young victims of
sexual violence and domestic abuse.

Embrace –
Child Victims of Crime

11,000

Specialist Independent Domestic Violence
Advisor – Stalking and Harassment
Pilot post to provide specialist support and
guidance to victims of stalking and harassment

Cambridgeshire County Council

5,500

Development of Operation Encompass
Support to develop capacity to inform schools
when one of their pupils has been involved in
a domestic abuse incident to ensure appropriate
support can be oﬀered.

Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub

2,500

Development of communication and
awareness channels *
5 Single web portal
5 Sexual violence support literature
5 Commissioning support

Chameleon Studios
Brookhill Design Studio

12,500
1,961
334

Total allocated spends
Funding streams
Ministry of Justice Victim Services Grant
Co-funding (Sexual Violence Service)
Peterborough City Council
Cambridgeshire County Council
NHS England

986,094

986,094

60,000
70,000
35,000

*In line with 2.6 of grant agreement
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Oﬀenders – Oﬀenders are brought
to justice and are less likely to
re-oﬀend
Introduction

Oﬀender Hub

T

here has been an increase in levels of recorded
crime for particular crime types over recent
years such as burglary, domestic abuse, sexual
violence, child sexual exploitation and cybercrime.
These crimes can often be “hidden” crimes that
happen behind closed doors, often within the home.
Tackling these crimes is resource intensive and
usually cannot be tackled by the police alone.
Tackling oﬀender behaviour, preventing reoﬀending
and deterring individuals from a life of crime takes a
partnership approach. Many agencies work together
for the benefit of everyone including both victim and
oﬀender.
The Criminal Justice Board and the Countywide
Community Safety Strategic Board provide a county
wide strategic overview to ensure a coordinated multiagency response.

To contribute to breaking the ‘revolving door’ of
oﬀending, where low level crime takes place there is an
opportunity to respond in a way which addresses the
underlying causes of their criminal behaviour. By
intervening early with targeted support we can divert
individuals away from criminal behaviour, prevent
future victims of crime, while also reducing costs. A
new approach by the Constabulary to help prevent
people from reoﬀending has been rolled out across
Cambridgeshire, following early success in
Peterborough. Funded initially through the Home
Oﬃce’s Innovation Fund, the Oﬀender Hub project is
designed to tackle the root causes of early oﬀending
behaviour through conditional cautions (deferred
prosecution). Conditional cautions are agreed on an
individual basis and with multi-agency assessments.
Assessment of need is completed by the Liaison and
Diversion Service in custody, and the communitybased ‘Outside Links’ service run by HMP Peterborough
to facilitate this approach. Compliance is monitored
and if conditions are not met, the previously deferred
prosecution will continue. The conditions imposed are
designed to help the individual rehabilitate and tackle
the cause of their criminality. For example oﬀenders
may have an issue with housing, anger management,
drugs or alcohol misuse, mental health, employment,
education and training or debt management. Other
conditions may be reparative (making good on the
harm caused) or agreeing to meet the victim as part of
a RJ programme (if the victim agrees).
Over 600 conditional cautions have been issued since
September 2016. Compliance has been high at around
85%.

Addressing the long-term causes of oﬀending
The causes of criminality must be addressed to make
people less likely to reoﬀend so that there are less
victims in the future. A strategic needs assessment was
commissioned around the future threat, risk, harm and
vulnerability needs of the local population and to
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Constabulary – Rural Crime
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identify the strategic direction of service delivery to
meet those needs. The report highlights the high level
and complex needs of those in the criminal justice
system, especially around housing, employment and
skills, drug and alcohol misuse and mental health.
These are key areas that require wider partnership
action.
One of the biggest problems faced by oﬀenders
leaving prison is the availability of housing. It is a
problem that cannot be solved by one agency in
isolation. A central government funded project to
look at new ways to reduce homelessness in
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough has now been in
place for a year. The trailblazer team includes a
prevention team supporting partners to spot the early
warning signs of homelessness and prevent
homelessness. They are also working with landlords to
resolve problems and avoid evictions, and also to
extend provision. Work on further developing the
necessary pathways between housing and criminal
justice agencies is underway.

gPS tagging pilot
Cambridgeshire participated in a Ministry of Justice
GPS Tagging Pilot, which is when a small transmitter is
attached to a person sending a signal to the GPS

Total Crime Rolling 12 months

network. This has now concluded and the learning will
inform the national rollout of the electronic monitoring
programme.

Rural Crime
As a largely rural county, rural crime continues to aﬀect
a great many people, particularly the farming
community. Theft of equipment, fuel and even livestock
remains a problem.
The Constabulary’s Rural Crime Action Team continues
to tackle all forms of rural crime and its activity is
greatly valued by the communities it serves. The fight
against hare coursers saw a number of successful
prosecutions over the year.
The Constabulary continues to work across county
borders with other forces and agencies such as
Countryside Watch to tackle this growing threat.

Fraud and cybercrime
Fraud and cybercrime have been in the news
throughout the year with an ever increasing threat
from cyber-attacks at all levels of society – from
national cyber terrorism to online scams targeting
individuals.
The year has seen a 32.5% rise in crimes which have
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been identified as being cyber enabled or cyber
dependent. Cyber related reports to Action Fraud have
risen by 29%. It is recognised that in line with national
research, there is likely to be under reporting.
41% of recorded cyber oﬀences relate to crime
categorised as violence against the person, which
includes harassment and various forms of malicious
communications. 25% related to fraud and 10% theft
and handling oﬀences. Of the known victims, 64% are
female while of the known suspects, 75% are male. The
average financial loss is £4,246.
Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s Fraud and Cybercrime
Investigation Unit (FCIU) is tasked with developing the
fraud and cybercrime capability for Cambridgeshire
based on the 4P model: Prevent, protect, prepare,
pursue. The FCIU’s remit is to deal with serious and/or
complex crimes which local oﬃcers would not have
the technical expertise or experience to be able to
investigate eﬀectively.
Two prevent oﬃcers are now employed in ERSOU
tasked with identifying high risk subjects who might
be drawn into cybercrime through experimentation
and seeking to divert them to legitimate pathways. The
FCIU works closely with ERSOU who take on
investigations which have regional/international
issues, or which require technical expertise that is not
available within the force.
A Cyber Security Adviser focuses on small to mediumsized businesses providing cybercrime and fraud
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prevention advice through presentations, signposting
and sharing relevant campaigns advice. They also
create and maintain a network of relationships within
government, law enforcement, industry, academia and
business to encourage joint working to tackle
cybercrime and fraud related problems within the local
communities.
The Get Safe Online policing partnership programme,
supported by the Oﬃce of the Police and Crime
Commissioner, included a Get Safe Online live event
over two days in central Cambridge (attended by
12,000 people and over 80 local businesses). There
were also two cybercrime conferences (one public and
one business) and supporting events arranged by local
banks, local councils and businesses.
Community Cyber Ambassadors have been trained to
raise awareness at a grassroots level within
communities. 120 individuals within the force, service
partners (Fire and Rescue Service) and local
communities in Cambridgeshire have been given
training to promote awareness within their local
communities. FCIU provides advice and support to all
oﬃcers where there may be a cyber element to cases
they are working on. 16 oﬃcers are trained as Digital
Media Investigators.
Since May 2017 the FCIU has investigated 52
crimes/incidents as well as providing support to an
additional 60 divisional investigations and conducting
86 technical examinations.
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Communities – Communities have
confidence in how we respond to
their needs

T

he public want a local policing service
they can trust and have confidence in.
Cambridgeshire Constabulary is committed
to providing this through a local policing service that
is able to respond eﬀectively to future demand and
where capable oﬃcers and staﬀ are recruited and
supported to maximise their potential.
Financial constraints across the public sector means that
all government organisations are having to prioritise
and to find the most eﬃcient and eﬀective ways to
deliver their services. The work of the diﬀerent agencies,
such as healthcare providers, local authorities and the
emergency services are linked. The work of one impacts
on the work of the others with diﬀerent agencies often
dealing with the same people who have multiple issues.

they serve. However, the Constabulary was facing
unprecedented levels of demand and the way local
policing was organised was not sustainable and put a
strain on oﬃcers on the frontline. To address these issues
the Chief Constable introduced a new policing model to
ensure the Constabulary can continue to oﬀer the best
policing service to local communities and respond
eﬀectively to changing demand.
Instead of having six geographical areas with six
command structures, in the new model the county is
divided into two geographical areas. To more eﬀectively
manage demand, a Demand Hub has been created to
bring together call handling, crime management and
dispatch into a single location. This will make sure each
call for help is managed through a central point and is
dealt with quickly in the most appropriate way.

neighbourhood policing
The public are clear that what they want is increased
police visibility. The reassurance provided by local
bobbies on the beat.
The Constabulary remains committed to local
neighbourhood policing in touch with the communities

Neighbourhood policing teams will provide visible,
accessible and accountable local policing services to
tackle crime, reduce harm and keep people safe. Local
policing will be highly attuned to local need and
integrate with partners to ensure the right support is
provided by the right organisation tackling crime, the
fear of crime and quality of life issues. There will be an
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particularly for younger drivers.

overall reduction in the number of PCSOs and an
increase in the number of fully warranted constables.
This shift from PCSOs to Police Constables is because the
Chief Constable requires more oﬃcers with power of
arrest (which PCSOs do not have). The Force has
maintained an eﬀective PCSO workforce and a desire to
deliver accessible and visible local policing.

The Commissioner has funded a Casualty Reduction
Oﬃcer post within the Constabulary to specifically
work with partners and reduce road casualties. The
Casualty Reduction Oﬃcer works closely with the Road
Safety Partnership in managing the Commissioner’s
Road Safety Casualty Reduction and Support Fund,
developing initiatives that improve road safety.

The impact of these changes will be a more eﬃcient and
eﬀective local policing service which is better able to
respond to current and future front line pressures
because the right resources, with the right skills, are in
the right place at the right time. Moving from six
districts to two will result in a leaner management
structure allowing additional resources to be invested
into frontline policing, to meet increasing demand
across response, neighbourhood policing and
investigations. It will also result in a more consistent
approach across the county in terms of communication,
investigations, victim care and performance. It will
reduce pressure on staﬀ thereby improving health and
wellbeing.

One of the projects funded in 2017 was Drive iQ, an
online learning toolkit for young people aged 11 to 18.
The aim is to help reduce the number of young people
involved in incidents on the roads by positively
changing their awareness, attitude and behaviour.
Drive iQ provides young people with a virtual
experience of diﬀerent driving situations they may find
themselves in, preparing them to become better and
safer drivers once they have passed their test.
Delivered through schools, it has an ambition to reach
10,000 students over three years. 17 schools are
currently involved with 1021 students taking part. The
feedback has been incredibly positive and the project
won Best Education and Training Initiative of the Year
at the FirstCar Young Driver Road Safety Awards.

Road Safety
Despite the fact that over the long term fatalities and
serious injuries have reduced, every death is a tragedy
impacting not just friends and family but also the
emergency service personnel who have to deal with
the consequences. 373 people were killed or seriously
injured on Cambridgeshire roads in 2017. Of these 41
were fatalities. Enforcement activity alone will not
solve the problem. More important is changing driver
behaviour through education and awareness,

This supports the ongoing work of the Constabulary
Roads Policing Unit, the road safety campaigns and the
work of Community Speedwatch. A comprehensive
road safety strategy is currently under development.

Anti-social behaviour
Anti-social behaviour (ASB) remains an area of concern

Constabulary – Anti-social behaviour
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Constabulary – number of 999 calls
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for many local communities, particularly in the summer
months. The Constabulary work with local partners,
through Community Safety Partnerships, to address
common ASB issues. A number of Public Space
Protection Orders have been agreed over the year to
address issues such as drinking alcohol in public spaces
and tackling what is commonly known as “boy racers”.
These orders enable police and partners to take
immediate action, if necessary, to move transgressors on.
It is worth noting that survey data shows only 0.9% of
people perceive there being a high level of ASB in their
area, based on data until the end of December 2017.

youth and Community Fund
The Commissioner runs a Youth and Community Fund
that is financed by the Police Property Act Fund. This
Fund is made up of money received by the police from
the sale of found property which is then sold.
The Commissioner uses the money to finance initiatives
that benefit young people and communities, improving
community safety and diverting young people at risk of
oﬀending.
Over the last year nineteen community groups were
awarded funding sharing over £50,000 for community
projects involving or relating to young people. In the
past year a host of projects have benefitted from the
fund, including Peterborough Bangladesh Welfare
Association UK who received funding to run regular
sports training sessions for disadvantaged young people

and Ramsey Neighbourhood Trust who used the funding
to enable youth group members to run projects building
links with other community groups.

Public contact
The Constabulary remains committed to ensuring the
public have a range of ways to contact them.
Telephone contact remains a primary route. In 2017/18
there were 126,649 calls answered by 999 (an average of
10,554 per month). This compares to a total of 9,795 calls
from the previous year, an increase of 7% call volume.
This is the second year running there has been an 8%
increase. Despite the increase in call volume 94.4% were
answered within 10 seconds.
There were a total of 322,408 calls received by the 101
non-emergency number, an average of 26,867 a month.
This compares to a total of 29,007 from the previous year,
a decrease of 7%. However, it should be noted that there
was a significant increase in calls over the summer
months, peaking at 31,290 in July 2017, compared to the
lowest month of 22,599 in February 2018. Although
managing these peaks and troughs remains a challenge,
94.7% of calls were answered within 30 seconds.
There are a number of additional services that support
the 101 service and provide options for people. This
service means that a caller does not have to stay on hold
during busy periods as the 101 call handler can return
the call. Last year saw a rise in popularity of the webchat
service. A call handler can manage multiple calls at a
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Constabulary – number of 101 calls
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time and callers receive a quick response to simple
enquires. There were 12,961 webchat sessions 2017/18,
an average of 35 a day.
One of the reasons the overall 101 call rate has decreased
is likely to be the introduction of a new Constabulary
website in October 2017. The new website is much easier
to use than the old site and provides an online reporting
option. Users are able to access the information they
need or report something without the need for a phone
call. This can be more convenient for the user while also
freeing up 101 call handlers to answer other calls. There
were 2,992 online crime reports last year, 60% of them in
the second half of the year following the launch of the
new website. There were nearly 1 million website visits
during the year (999,679) made up of 528,495 unique
visitors.
Use of social media in community engagement has
continued to grow with approximately 82,000 Twitter
followers on the Constabulary’s main account and 52,000
followers on the main Facebook account. These
channels are mainly used to share information and
advice. There have been a number of occasions when
public feedback has helped identify both wanted and
missing persons.

Working in partnership
The Oﬃce of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the
Constabulary continue to work in partnership with
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others at a range of levels to jointly engage with
communities. A system wide approach is needed to
tackle the many and complex issues that exist. The
Commissioner is taking a leading role in bringing
together organisations to align work-streams and
collaborate. This is being achieved amidst a rapidly
changing political landscape following the appointment
of the Mayor of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough and
the creation of a Combined Authority across the area.
The Commissioner chairs the Countywide Community
Safety Strategic Board. This Board comprises local
authorities, Cambridgeshire Constabulary,
Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service, the Clinical
Commissioning Group, the Community Rehabilitation
Company, National Probation Service, Community Safety
Partnership (CSP) representatives and the Chairs of
Safeguarding Boards, Health and Wellbeing Boards,
Criminal Justice Board and the Youth Oﬀending Board.
This Board identifies issues which CSPs, individual
Responsible Authorities and the Plan consider to be
both of high importance and would benefit from a
countywide approach. The Board has produced a
Countywide Community Safety Agreement in order to
develop a more joined-up approach to community
safety service delivery. Priority issues have been
identified through relevant strategic assessments. Data
and other crucial information is shared between
agencies within legal permitted restrictions.
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An example of how this leadership is working in practice
is around the housing agenda. One of the biggest
problems faced by oﬀenders leaving prison is the lack of
available housing which can lead to re-oﬀending. The
Partnership recognises this as a priority and that it
cannot be solved by one agency in isolation. The group is
developing a coordinated approach to improving the
partnership approach to housing oﬀenders. The Group is
also reviewing the partnership structures across the
county to achieve the best balance between a national,
regional and local approach to community safety issues.

which give them the ability to take action against a wider
range of community issues including littering, begging
and cycling on pavements.
A big issue for the public is illegal parking. The
Commissioner is in discussion with council leaders to
explore a county wide solution to parking enforcement
through the decriminalisation of parking. This would
allow local authorities to take on parking enforcement
increasing the enforcement capacity.

Citizens in Policing
The Public Protection Communications Group work
together to ensure joined up communications by all
agencies, focussing on issues such as victims of
exploitation and abuse. By coordinating
communications the members reduce the risk of
confusing mixed messages being sent out to the public
at large and victims of crime in particular.

The involvement of the county’s citizens is vital and the
Constabulary continues to work with a wide range of
volunteers. The Citizens in Policing Strategy sets out the
Constabulary’s approach to increasing citizen
participation in supporting the Constabulary.

Community Safety Accreditation Scheme (CSAS)
The Police Reform Act 2002 enables Chief Constables to
‘accredit’ non police employees with limited ‘police
powers’. This is done where, after consultation, the Chief
Constable is satisfied that this will support community
safety. Community Safety Accreditation Schemes in
Cambridgeshire have been set up with two traﬃc
management companies, Addenbrookes Hospital and
South Cambridgeshire District Council.
In the Prevention and Enforcement Service in
Peterborough, staﬀ from Peterborough City Council,
police, fire and prison services work together under a
single management structure. This includes Police
Constables, PCSOs, council prevention and enforcement
oﬃcers, CCTV operators and fire service Community
Safety Oﬃcers. The Council, Prevention and Enforcement
Oﬃcers have now been granted delegated powers

The Special Constabulary has an establishment of 229
with around 52,000 hours worked in a twelve month
period. Although the number of Specials has decreased
from last year, the hours worked are still comparable.
Application processes and progression have been
simplified to make it easier for people to apply and
progress. Retention of Specials remains an issue as
several use the Special Constabulary as a stepping stone
to becoming regular oﬃcers (accounting for around 25
percent of leavers in Cambridgeshire). National turnover
of Specials is 25.9%. Projected turnover in
Cambridgeshire is 20.9%.
There are 82 Police Support Volunteers (PSVs) who are
involved in a wide range of supporting roles including
specialist analysts, Restorative Justice Facilitators, Victim
and Witness Community Volunteers and Mobile CCTV
Oﬃcers. PSVs bring additional resilience and specialist
skills to the Constabulary.

Constabulary – Duties and hours worked by Special Constabulary
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The Volunteer Police Cadets scheme continues to inspire
young people across the county. There are currently 127
cadets with an additional new group launched in St
Neots. They continue to help with community safety with
activities such as event management and crime
prevention initiatives. This year saw the first cadet
progress to becoming a Special Constable.
The Commissioner has funded a Watch Co-ordinator
post that sits within the Constabulary. This post is
mainly focussed on supporting and developing
Neighbourhood Watch and Speedwatch although it also
considers other watch schemes. Neighbourhood Watch
has around 8,000 members while Speedwatch now has
154 schemes involving 1,431 community volunteers.
Countryside Watch has around 2,500 members.
The Commissioner has direct responsibility for
coordinating and overseeing the Independent Custody
Visitor (ICV) scheme. ICVs are members of the local
community who make unannounced visits to custody
suites to check on the treatment of detainees. Last year,
ICVs carried out 106 visits, visiting 455 detainees. The
Independent Custody Association (ICVA) shadowed a
recent inspection by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary, Fire & Rescue Services and were highly
complimentary of the Cambridgeshire scheme. The
Commissioner attends the quarterly panel meetings and
also has a six monthly review with the Constabulary to
maintain his personal oversight of the scheme.

Integrity
Integrity – ‘doing the right thing in the right way’ – cuts
across all areas of policing in respect of the decisions that
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are made and how people are treated. No one element
or approach to driving integrity can stand-alone. Proactivity around integrity such as the Code of Ethics,
behaviours, conduct, decision making, governance
processes and controls assurances, are taken together to
ensure the public can be assured that the Commissioner,
his oﬃce, and the Constabulary, act fairly, honestly,
respectively and ethically.
The Human Resources function is a collaborated function
with Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary.
The People Strategy addresses recruitment, retention
and progression policies to provide a workforce that is
representative of the communities we serve and behaves
with integrity and the highest ethical standards.
A Development and Progression Working Group has
recently been established to look at ways of oﬀering
development and progression opportunities to all underrepresented groups across the three forces including
promotions and lateral development, barriers that
groups might face and how these barriers can be
removed.
The most recent statistics for Black and Minority Ethnic
(BME) police oﬃcer posts stand at 2.6% of total
workforce showing a small but steady increase since
2014. This is against a county average BME population of
9.7%. In 2016, 13% of Police Oﬃcer applicants were BME.
The Constabulary instigated a Positive Action
recruitment process to raise the number of BME
applicants and reduce the barriers to their selection.
This included targeted recruitment events, a buddy
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scheme to assist with the recruitment process, delivery of
an eight week Access Course presenting the diﬀerent
police functions and an easing of the spelling and
grammar requirements of the application form. Going
forward the Constabulary will continue with this
positive action programme and also re-contact those
that narrowly failed to see if they can be supported to
overcome the areas they failed in.
The Commissioner continues to monitor complaints
through Professional Standards Department Governance
Board quarterly meetings. The HMICFRS rated the
Constabulary as ‘Good’ for legitimacy and made positive
comments regarding the leadership within the
Constabulary.

Public Confidence
Community engagement is crucial to maintaining public
trust and confidence. Both the Oﬃce of Police and Crime
Commissioner and the Constabulary do a considerable
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amount of engagement with all communities across the
county.
The Commissioner has set aside one to two days per
week to proactively engage with police staﬀ and oﬃcers,
stakeholders, community groups and individual
members of the public. This engagement ensures the
Commissioner is visible, available and gains an ongoing
understanding of what concerns people.
The latest confidence survey shows that 96% of people
feel safe in their communities (12 month rolling average).
63.4% of people feel the police are dealing with issues of
concern to them (12 month rolling average). This
measure saw a decline in the middle of the year but has
since recovered. The decline coincides with a time of
peak demand over the summer and is a reflection of the
pressure the front line is facing in meeting people’s
expectations at times of increasing demand.
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Transformation – We deliver improved
outcomes and saving through
innovation and collaboration

A

round 60% of the funding for Cambridgeshire
Constabulary comes from central government.
However inflation and other cost pressures
means we have to continually find savings to achieve
a balanced budget.
Despite the county’s rapid population growth
Cambridgeshire is one of the lowest funded forces in
the country and consequently also one of the most low
cost forces in the country, costing 43p per person per
day compared to the national average of 55p. Making
sure that every pound is used wisely is paramount. The
scale of the challenges cannot be met through small
scale, incremental changes. It requires large scale,
transformational change.
Future savings and eﬃciencies will be achieved
through a number of long term transformational
programmes, in particular ongoing collaboration with
other police forces, closer working with local partners
to address community safety issues and maximising
the opportunities of technology.

Finance overview 2017/18
The total budget requirement for Cambridgeshire
Constabulary for 2017/18 was £132.4 million.

The sources of funding were as follows.
2017/18
Council tax
Govt. Police grant
Other grants
Other income
Reserves
Total
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£000
51.6
78.4
1.0
1.4
0.0
132.4

%
39.0%
59.2%
0.8%
1.1%
0.0%
100%

Reserves: Total (useable) reserves at the 31st March
2018 are £24.2 million. Of this total, £17 million are
earmarked for specific purposes, including the Budget
Assistance reserve (£4 million), which provides a cash
resource to respond to funding pressures. Of the
remainder, the General Fund Balance, held as a working
balance and general contingency, is £7.2 million.
Full financial details can be found on the Oﬃce of
Police and Crime Commissioner website at
www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/money/

Collaboration
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011
and The Policing Protocol Order 2011 clearly set out a
duty for all emergency services to consider
collaboration with other Police and Crime
Commissioners, policing bodies, emergency service
organisations and partners where there is an
opportunity to improve the eﬃciency or eﬀectiveness.
Collaboration is not just about fulfilling a duty or
making savings, although this is important. The
increasingly specialised nature of some policing
activity means that specialist resources and training is
required. These are expensive and for them to provide
value for money they must be used, rather than on
“standby” or deployed on other duties. By providing
these functions in conjunction with other forces we
maintain our operational viability as the resources are
deployed, as and when they are required, without any
single force having to carry the financial burden.

bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and
Hertfordshire Strategic Alliance
Collaboration between Bedfordshire Police and
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Constabulary is well
established and has been in place a number of years.
The Collaborated functions have been split into Joint
Protective Services, (JPS) Organisational Support and
Operational Support for each with a lead force.
JPS is the most established collaboration and consists
of Armed Policing Unit, Civil Contingencies Unit,
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Cameras, Tickets and Collisions, Dogs Unit, Major Crime
Unit, Operational Planning and Support Unit, Roads
Policing Unit and Scientific Services Unit. The lead force
is Bedfordshire.

The proposal was independently assessed by The
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy
(CiPFA) in December 2017 and was formally approved
by the Home Secretary on 26 March 2018.

Organisational Support consists of Professional
Standards Department, Human Resources and
Learning & Development, ICT and Information
Management. The lead force is Cambridgeshire.

eastern Region – eastern Region Special
Operations Unit (eRSOU)

Operational Support consists of Criminal Justice,
Custody, Firearms and Explosives Licensing, and Public
Contact. The lead force is Hertfordshire.
Each of the existing collaborated functions has a
management structure that allows the lead force to
eﬀectively manage the function it leads on in a
consultative manner while involving the other two
forces and the three Police and Crime Commissioners.
The direction of the strategic alliance is managed via
the Strategic Alliance Summit (SAS), which is made up
of the six corporation soles of the organisations. The
operational implementation of the collaborated units
are managed via the Joint Chief Oﬃcers Board (JCOB)
which is made up of the three Chief Constables.

Seven Force collaboration
In general terms, scale brings economies and
eﬃciencies, and for some functions there is benefit in
extending collaboration beyond our established
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire
arrangements. These forces in conjunction with
Norfolk, Suﬀolk, Essex and Kent are engaging in a
seven Force collaboration. Procurement is one
example, which the Commissioner leads on and chairs
the strategic working group.

blue light collaboration

The Eastern Region Special Operations Unit (ERSOU) is
the unit tasked with tackling the threat of organised
crime, terrorism and domestic extremism across the
forces in the Eastern Region and to provide specialist
covert policing capability to law enforcement.
ERSOU consists of the Regional Organised Crime Unit
(ROCU) and the Counter Terrorism Policing (CTP)
Command and is made up of resources from across
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire,
Kent (ROCU only), Norfolk and Suﬀolk. The ROCU
identifies, disrupts and dismantles organised crime
groups impacting on the Eastern Region and tackles
Organised Crime Groups causing the greatest levels of
harm to communities of the East. In particular it targets
groups involved in drug traﬃcking, modern human
slavery, child sex exploitation, and national cybercrime.
Much of ERSOU’s work is covert and is made up of a
number of highly specialised teams working closely
together and has embedded partners from Her
Majesty's Revenue and Customs, UK Border Force, and
the National Crime Agency (NCA) working within it.
For examples of the work they do see
https://www.ersourocu.org.uk/
The CTP Command unit exists primarily to gather and
develop intelligence to help protect the public from
national security threats, especially terrorism and other
extremist activity. Through this they play a valuable
role in promoting community safety and cohesion. The
single regional CTP capability provides the critical link
between local policing and the wider CT network – an
essential component in delivering almost all aspects
of the Government’s counter–terrorism strategy –
CONTEST.

In addition to the collaboration already taking place
between emergency services, the Policing and Crime
Act 2017 made changes that enable Police and Crime
Commissioners to take on responsibility for the
governance of the Fire and Rescue service in their area
where a good case is made to do so.

estates

In 2017 independent consultants were commissioned
to evaluate diﬀerent options for the governance of the
Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service. Following
extensive consultation in the summer of 2017, the
Commissioner sent a proposal to the Home Secretary
in October 2017 which recommended that the
Commissioner took over governance and oversight of
Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service from the Fire
Authority.

Buildings are expensive to maintain. The
Constabulary’s estate is valued at £38.8 million and
costs £3.8 million a year to run. The Commissioner’s
focus is to maintain the estate the Chief Constable
requires operationally and to minimise expenditure on
unneeded or underutilised buildings. People keep the
public safe, not buildings, so any savings that can be
made on buildings can be invested in people.
During the year a new vehicle workshop was opened
near St Ives to maintain the Constabulary’s fleet of
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vehicles. This well connected brand new facility
replaced three old vehicle workshops in Cambridge,
Peterborough and March.
Collaboration continued with other blue light services.
The Constabulary’s training centre near Huntingdon
has been used by Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue
Service and discussions are under way for greater use
in the future. Both the Constabulary and the Fire &
Rescue Service are looking at their various buildings
and looking at locations where facilities may be shared
E.g. Fire stations at Ramsey, Whittlesey and Yaxley,
Police Headquarters in Huntingdon and a blue light
hub in Wisbech.

Technology
Making use of new technology provides an
opportunity for improving both the eﬃciency and
eﬀectiveness of police work. It also presents huge
challenges as oﬃcers and staﬀ have to learn new ways
of working. The Constabulary continue to develop their
mobile technology capabilities with communication
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equipment that allows the sending and receiving of
real time data wherever they are. Paperwork can be
completed while out and about on patrol reducing the
need to return to an oﬃce.
Throughout the year the Constabulary has been
preparing for the launch of Athena in May 2018.
Athena is a new computer platform that helps forces to
shift resources from the back oﬃce to the front line.
They can also search one system for information and
find results not just from one force, but across all forces
using the Athena system. The software merges
intelligence, investigation management, case
preparation and custody data. It will strip out timeconsuming manual processes and connect easily with
police, court service and Crown Prosecution Service
systems.
The Commissioner was also asked by the Home Oﬃce
to chair the National Commercial Board which explores
commercial opportunities for police estate,
procurement and ICT at a national level.
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Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary Fire & Rescue Service
(HMICFRCS)

D

espite the challenging context over the last
few years the Constabulary continues to
perform well.

HMICFRS carry out regular inspections of all police
forces and rate them against three main categories.
Known as PEEL Inspections, the categories are:
5 Eﬀectiveness,
5 Eﬃciency and
5 Legitimacy.

Forces are rated as either Outstanding, Good, Requires
Improvement or Inadequate
The full reports can be found on the HMICFRS
website at:
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/peelassessments/peel-2017/cambridgeshire/

The latest reports on Cambridgeshire Constabulary are:
PEEL Category

Description

Date of report

Rating

Eﬀectiveness

How eﬀective is the force
at keeping people safe
and reducing crime?

22 Mar 2018

Requires improvement

Eﬃciency

How eﬃcient is the force at
keeping people safe and
reducing crime?

09 Nov 2017

Good

How legitimate is the force at
keeping people safe and
reducing crime?

12 Dec 2017

Good

Legitimacy
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APPenDIX 1 – Independent Custody
Visitors’ Scheme 2017-18

I

ndependent Custody Visitors (ICVs) are
members of the public who make
unannounced visits to police stations to
check on the rights, wellbeing and treatment
of detainees. They look, listen and tell the
Police and Crime Commissioner what they
have found in police custody. Custody Visitors
seek the detainee’s permission to talk to them
or to see their custody record. If the detainee
gives permission, Custody Visitors talk to them
to find out how they have been treated and
whether they have been able to access their
rights and entitlements.

2017/2018 Overview
5 ICVs visited roughly 3.8% of all people in custody in
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough.
5 90% of detainees available ICVs accepted a visit.
5 There are 20 volunteers who have given an estimated
600 hours of their time between them in 2017/18.

Highlights
5 ICVs were present on the first day of the
unannounced HMICFRS/HMIP Joint Inspection of
Custody that was also shadowed by the Chief
Executive of Independent Custody Visitors’
Association (IVCA). ICVs received praise about the
quality of their interactions with detainees, the
questions they were asking and the reports they
submitted to the Commissioner.
5 ICVs regularly commented on how impressed they
were with the treatment of vulnerable detainees and
how detainee welfare was always a priority.
5 The Constabulary was praised for the attention paid
to vulnerable detainees including children. The
Total number of detainees
through custody
(Apr 17-Mar 18)
11,853
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Total Number of
ICV visits

106

number of children detained, and number held
overnight is decreasing to its lowest ever level for the
force. However, there is still work to be done with
Local Authorities to ensure accommodation is
provided where requests are made. ICVs received
training on children in custody.
5 Use of force recording was praised by HMICFRS, and
where issues were raised by ICVs about marks on
wrists of people coming into custody, were able to
see a practical demo and now have greater
understanding of issues. ICVs will still challenge and
the Force welcomes this.
5 Data showed a dramatic reduction in S.136 detainees
coming to custody down from 177 to just two over
the past seven years. There has been none since the
changes in the Mental Health Act, and custody staﬀ
continue to raise issues with ICVs where they have
concerns, knowing where ICVs can add value.
5 Close working with Tri-force schemes and good
communications with eastern region Police and
Crime Commissioners.
5 Sanitary protection for female detainees in custody
conforms well with ICVA guidelines.
5 Scheme managers have now agreed a tri-force
reporting form and recording spreadsheet, which
paves the way for exploring an electronic reporting
option.

Key issues raised
5 Temperature control issues in cells ongoing, but
there is an action plan in place and detainees are
oﬀered blankets or to move cells where necessary.
5 A change of translation service has caused ongoing
issues requesting and obtaining translators. ICVs
have extensive contract monitoring in place to deal
with this.

Total number of detainees in
custody at time of ICV visits

772

Total number of
detainees visited

455
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5 Seeing staﬃng issues in relation to availability of
Health Care Providers, but not the quality of
treatment. ICVs raising issues to the Commissioner
who is engaged with the re-tendering process and
pushing for more controls in the contract.
5 Consistency needed on the allergy information and
charts available for food in Custody.
5 After a period of low staﬀ levels in Custody which
impacted on the speed of staﬀ in helping detainees
access amenities such as showers, or reading
material, staﬃng is now back above minimum levels.

Moving forward
5 Continue work on exploring electronic recording
option.
5 Work towards implementing good practice from the
new ICVA Quality Assurance Framework.
5 Promote public knowledge of the scheme to help
reassure the public about the conditions in police
custody and anyone detained there.
5 Continue to build an understanding of the complex
nature of custody in relation to mental health and
vulnerability in particular.
5 Pay close attention to recommendations highlighted
in the HMICFRS / HMIP Joint Inspection of Custody
Report.
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Official

Agenda Item: 6.0

To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

17 July 2018

DELIVERY OF VICTIM SECTION OF POLICE AND CRIME PLAN
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”)
on activity underway to deliver the priorities set out in the Victims section of the Police
and Crime Plan (“the Plan”).

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.

3.

Background

3.1

Under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Police and Crime
Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) is required to produce a Police and Plan.

3.2

The Commissioner’s Plan became effective from the 1st April 2017 and is structured
around four key strategic themes: Victims, Offenders, Communities, and
Transformation. Each theme has its own aim and has a framework through a series of
shared outcomes to enable all agencies with a part to play in community safety and
criminal justice, to strategically direct the future delivery of services through these
common goals. Each theme is supported by key objectives and priorities for action.

3.3

There are strong mechanisms in place to scrutinise the overall performance of the
Constabulary, including the priorities and outcomes set out in the Plan. Performance
data is included within the Quarterly Performance report data pack and reported to
the Board at three monthly intervals. Effective partnership working is also key to the
delivery of the Plan. The delivery plan was shared at the May 2018 BCB Meeting.
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4.

Victims context and overview

4.1

The Victims element of the Plan seeks to put victims and witnesses at the heart of the
criminal justice system and ensure they have access to clear pathways of support.

4.2

Funding for emotional and practical support services for victims of crime transferred
to Police and Crime Commissioners from the Ministry of Justice in 2014.
Cambridgeshire opted out of the national charity Victim Support and developed an
integrated model of support services centered around an in-house Constabulary-led
Victims’ Hub. This was later merged with the Constabulary’s Witness Care Team to
provide an end to end service for victims and witnesses choosing a criminal justice
pathway. Support is also available for victims who choose not to report to police. The
service has many success stories. The local authority domestic abuse services are colocated in the Victim and Witness Hub and the Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub
(MASH).

4.3

The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
is championing an early intervention and prevention approach across all the thematic
high risk areas. This not only reduces demand on policing and other agencies but
reduces the harm, risk and cost (to people and in resources) of serious crimes such as
domestic abuse, child abuse and exploitation (including child sexual exploitation),
serious sexual offences, trafficking and modern day slavery. A new Healthy Schools
service, (exploring addressing Adverse Childhood Experiences) is to be commissioned
which will be part of driving such an approach.

5.

Safeguarding people from potential future victimisation

5.1

Domestic abuse continues to cause significant demand on policing services and
remains a force priority. The MASH arrangements ensure the co-ordination of
safeguarding arrangements.

5.2

There were 1,824 referrals to the Independent Domestic Violence Advisory Services
for domestic abuse in 17/18. Of these referrals 1,636 cases were heard at Multi-Agency
Risk Assessment Conferences (MARAC) - this is nearly a 50 per cent increase on last
year.

5.3

The 24/7 Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) sees an average of 30 survivors of
sexual violence a month. In response to survivors presenting with multiple needs which
make them vulnerable to future victimisation partners have agreed to pilot specialist
Sexual Assault Risk Assessments Conferences. These will consider all the survivor’s
needs, including any substance misuse, mental health and housing issues, and put
effective safeguarding measures in place.

5.4

The OPCC funded Integrated Mental Health Team based in the Force Control Room
has been highlighted as best practice and universally praised by officers and staff alike.
The nurses reviewed 7,000 incidents in 17/18. Of those incidents requiring their
support they were able to remove or reduce the need for police involvement in 13 per
cent of cases. They were also able to ensure vulnerable people were supported by the
services who could most meet their needs. The team deal with an average of 500 calls
a year from professionals seeking advice about when to contact the police. The police
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are often still seen as the ‘first point of contact’ even when no crime has been
committed. This services frees up officer time and importantly ensures people in
mental health crisis get the right help from the right service when they are in crisis.
6.

Supporting victims and witnesses of crime

6.1

As described in 4.2 the Police and Crime Commissioner has commissioned a Victim and
Witness Hub as the core to the provision of emotional and practical support to victims
of crime. A list of all services funded by the Commissioner, in line with his Grants and
Commissioning Strategy, is attached at Appendix 1.

6.2

Rolling reviews of commissioned support services enable the Commissioner to
response to emerging unmet need. A new specialist post for stalking and harassment
and awareness training in partnership with the national charity Suzy Lamplugh Trust,
and a third-sector based early intervention domestic abuse worker are being rolled
out. A Romanian-speaking Victim and Witness Care Co-ordinator has been employed
to support migrant victims of exploitation, specifically sex workers.

6.3

In April 2017 a countywide support service for survivors of sexual violence launched.
This was commissioned by the OPCC through a pooled budget arrangement with NHS
England and the two local authorities. This aims to standardise the service offer across
the county and provides an Independent Sexual Violence Advisor service, emotional
support through a helpline, email and face-to-face work and some counselling. The
provision of specialist counselling remains a worrying gap in service provision. The
OPCC are supporting the service provider to develop the evidence to the Clinical
Commissioning Group of this gap in therapeutic support services for adults and
children under 13.

6.4

A successful bid, by the OPCC, to the Home Office ‘Violence Against Women and Girls’
fund secured £472k to provide counselling for young (13 to 24 with additional needs)
victims and witnesses of domestic abuse and/or sexual violence. This also extends to
addressing low level risky behaviours demonstrated by these young people as a result
of their experiences.

6.5

Domestic abuse support services, which are mainly funded by the local authorities, are
co-located in police estate to ensure a seamless support pathway for victims. The
Outreach Service, which saw nearly 1400 referrals in 17/18, is yet to secure recurrent
funding. This is a significant risk going forward.

6.6

Cambridgeshire OPCC has developed an Outcomes Framework which is now being
rolled out across all victim services. This will enable a clear picture of the difference
being made as a result of the investments and has been praised by both providers and
the Ministry of Justice who the Commissioner has to report back to every six months.
This Framework is attached at Appendix 2.

6.7

The four key outcomes are:


Improved health and wellbeing



Better able to cope with aspects of everyday life



Increased feelings of safety



Improved sense of empowerment (better informed)
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6.8

An output-focused performance summary of all victim services is provided at Appendix
3 – this includes the work of the Specialist Victim and Witness Care Co-ordinator for
restorative justice. Cases over the past year have included for example aggravated
robbery, burglary, theft, fraud and harassment.

7.

A victim-focused criminal justice system

7.1

The Commissioner chairs the Cambridgeshire Criminal Justice Board (CCJB) where he
exercises his duty to ensure an ‘efficient and effective’ criminal justice system. There
are still challenges within the wider system which has affected the timeliness of the
delivery of justice. This significantly impacts upon the experience of victims and
witnesses. The Victim and Witness Hub advocate on behalf of victims and witnesses
on a daily basis and highlight to the board the real time blockages and pan-agency
inefficiencies. These problems have collectively led to an increase in failure rates at
court due to victim and witness issues and work is ongoing to address them.

7.2

The shared outcome of the Victims strategic theme aspires to put ‘victims at the heart
of the criminal justice system’. It was this lenses that the Commissioner used when he
drafted his response to the consultation to close Cambridge Magistrates Court. Further
work has been commissioned by the CCJB to explore the risks and opportunities this
consultation provides.

8.

Recommendations

8.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.
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Victim Services Awards 2017/18

Service Provision

Provider

Funding £

Safeguarding the vulnerable
Victim and Witness Hub
Proactively contacts all victims of crime by letter or phone (depending on
need) – offers telephone-based emotional support, onward referral and
supportive signposting or face to face support from in-house Community
Volunteers. Receives all self-referrals for support.

Victims

Specialist Victim Care Co-ordinator – Migrant Victims of Exploitation
Specialist Victim Care Co-ordinator – Young Victims of Crime

Cambridgeshire
Constabulary

446,000

Cambridgeshire
Constabulary
Family Action

33,445

32,670
Practical support for young victims of crime
Multi Agency Restorative Justice Hub
Receives all enquiries and referrals from victims and other agencies about
RJ. Co-ordinates all RJ interventions.
Victim Pathfinders - mental health nurses
Provide expertise, support and a referral capability for victims with suspected
mental health issues identifying and co-ordinating pathways into treatment.
Home security for elderly victims of burglary
Target hardening work to reduce repeat victimisation

Embrace – Child Victims of
Crime
Cambridgeshire
Constabulary

Cambridgeshire &
Peterborough Foundation
Trust
Shrievalty Trust

2,000
52,750

75,000

50,000

Victim Services Awards 2017/18
Young Person Independent Domestic Violence Advisor
Support and advocacy for young victims of intimate partner domestic violence
Specialist Support Services – Countywide Sexual Violence Service
Funding contribution for end-to-end support service to include: telephone
helpline, triage and assessment, emotional support, group work and
counselling provision. This also include ISVA and CHISVA provision.
Independent Sexual Violence Advocate

Cambridgeshire County
Council (part of wode

40,000

Cambridge & P’boro Rape
Crisis Partnership

213,000
(378,000)

Cambridge & P’boro Rape
Crisis Partnership

7,434

Embrace – Child Victims of
Crime

11,000

Cambridgeshire County
Council (part of wider DA
services model)

5,500

Multi Agency Safeguarding
Hub

2,500

One off mid-year funding award to provide additional capacity to respond to
increase in reporting of sexual violence
Counselling service for young victims of sexual violence and domestic
abuse
SARC-based match-funded post to provide emotional support for young
victims of sexual violence and domestic abuse.
Specialist Independent Domestic Violence Advisor – Stalking and
Harassment
Pilot post to provide specialist support and guidance to victims of stalking and
harassment
Development of Operation Encompass
Support to develop capacity to inform schools when one of their pupils has
been involved in a domestic abuse incident to ensure appropriate support can
be offered.

Victim Services Awards 2017/18
Development of communication and awareness channels *




Single web portal
Sexual violence support literature
Commissioning support

Total allocated spends
Funding streams
Ministry of Justice Victim Services Grant
Co-funding (SV service)
Peterborough City Council
Cambridgeshire County Council
NHS England
*In line with 2.6 of grant agreement

Chameleon Studios
Brookhill Design Studio

14,795

986,094
986,094
60,000
70,000
35,000

Victim Services Outcomes Framework
Appendix 2

Outcomes Framework
“Supporting victims and witnesses in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough”

Police and Crime Commissioners were given responsibility for commissioning support services for victims of crime in 2014. In Cambridgeshire an early Victim
Needs Assessment and subsequent thematic needs assessments led us to develop an integrated model of support services which centres around a
Constabulary-led Victim and Witness Hub.
This allows us to deliver against the overarching aim, shared outcome, objectives and priorities set out in the Police and Crime Plan 2017-20 – Community
Safety and Criminal Justice within the strategic Victims theme.

Strategic theme
Victims – safeguarding the vulnerable

Aim
Deliver a victim-first approach

Commissioning principles for key outcomes










Follow the understand, plan, do review commissioning cycle
Work in partnership, co-commissioning to achieve best value
The process to award and monitor services will be proportionate to contract value
Focus on prevention and early intervention
Ensure seamless pathways and provide support holistically
Support will be needs-based and victim-led focusing on outcomes
Provision of support will be equitable across the county
Local service providers will be valued given opportunities to co-design services
Views of service users will listened too

Shared Outcome
Victims and witnesses are placed at the heart
of the criminal justice system and have
access of clear pathways of support

Improved health and wellbeing
Better able to cope with aspects of
everyday life
Increased feelings of safety
Improved sense of empowerment
(Better informed)

Victim Services Outcomes Framework

Commissioning aim: Victims of crime can access appropriate and proportionate needs-led emotional and practical support to enable
them to cope and recover (whether they have reported to police or not)

OUTCOMES

Improved health
and wellbeing

Category
of need

Suite of potential indicators – to tailored
measurements










Reduced feelings of
anxiety/stress
Increased feelings of confidence
Improved positive outlook
Feeling good about themselves
Taking care of themselves
Improved physical health
Improved diet exercise
Better able to access
healthcare/accessing healthcare

Mental and Physical Health
Outlook and attitudes
Social interactions

Better able to cope with aspects of
everyday life








Better able to make everyday decisions
Increased feelings of self-control
Increased control over emotions
Reduced feelings of anger
Recognise harmful/risky behaviours
Reduced self-harm/suicidal thoughts
Better able to manage finances or seeking
debt support/accessing benefits
 Return to, or taking steps to return to work,
training or education
 Increased academic performance
 Accessing drugs/alcohol support
 Developing positive coping mechanisms
 Improved relationship with family /friends
/children (positive parenting)
 Maintaining relationships with those close to
them
Finance and benefits
Education, skills and employment
Drugs and alcohol
Family, friends and children

Increased feelings of
safety

Improved sense of
empowerment (Better
informed)




 Greater awareness of support
services and how to access them
 Increased knowledge of CJS process
 Taking ownership for decisions
 Improved communication and
social skills
 Getting the information they
needed
 Getting the support they need







Have safe accommodation
Increased feeling of
independence and control
Feel safe to develop new
friendships or relationships
Recognise signs of abuse
/negative behaviours
Improved physical safety ownership of a safety plan
Better able to make safe
choices
Increased confidence in
reporting

NOTE: Where victims are supported in
a single call this is the minimum
expected outcome.
Shelter and accommodation

Monitoring effectiveness of service provision – this is done through: Outcome monitoring forms (providers tailor the indicators measured, from the suite
above, appropriate to the service delivered); case studies, satisfaction data; formal contract meetings; feedback from partner agencies; feedback from service
users and site visits.

Appendix 3

Supporting victims and witnesses of crime – the headlines 2017/18
Victim & Witness Hub







24,000 victims contacted by letter or email and offered support
More than 5,000 victims contacted by phone and had needs assessed
Direct emotional and practical support provided to nearly 3,000 people
Only 43 people felt they needed additional face to face support from one of the
Hub’s 17 volunteers following telephone-based support from the Hub.
84 sought out help from the Hub through a self-referral
Rolling caseload of 5k civilian witnesses and 7.5k professional
witnesses(officer/doctors etc) with pending cases

Specialist Support Services






£446k plus £271k from Constabulary (£717k)

£230k

156 victims assessed and supported by 1.8 mental health nurses
230 young victims of crime and their families supported by a single part-time
dedicated co-ordinator at a cost of only £32k
252 migrant victims of exploitation supported from eight nationalities for £33k
£50k enabled the Bobby Scheme to secure the homes of 626 elderly victims of
crime with a 100% reporting increased feelings of safety
83 young victims of domestic abuse referred to Young Person IDVA – two thirds
engaged with safety planning. Total cost per year £40k.

Restorative Justice – awarded RJ Quality Mark for safe and high quality service in 2017


Just short of 400 people have been assessed since service launched. With 20
conferences, often with multiple victims and offenders, being held and 11 indirect
interventions. Each case takes several months to bring to fruition and many more
are still in progress. The service costs less than £50k a year.

Countywide Support for Survivors of Sexual Violence £378k (pooled budget)






1,051 survivors supported by the service – 82% described service as excellent, 18%
as good
This includes 445 adults survivors allocated an ISVA and 135 young survivors
working with one of two CHISVAs (100% said better enabled them to cope with the
process)
1,474 separate calls to a helpline staffed by volunteers
Added value of 78 volunteers
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DELIVERY OF THE OFFENDERS SECTION OF THE POLICE AND CRIME PLAN
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”)
on activity underway to deliver the priorities set out in the Offenders section of the
Police and Crime Plan (“the Plan”).

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

3.

Background

3.1

Under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Police and Crime
Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) is required to produce a Police and Crime Plan.

3.2

The Commissioner’s Plan became effective from the April 2017 and is structured
around four key strategic themes: Victims, Offenders, Communities, and
Transformation. Each theme has its own aim and has a framework through a series of
shared outcomes to enable all agencies with a part to play in community safety and
criminal justice, to strategically direct the future delivery of services through these
common goals. Each theme is supported by key objectives and priorities for action.

3.3

There are strong mechanisms in place to scrutinise the overall performance of
Cambridgeshire Constabulary (“the Constabulary”), including the priorities and
outcomes set out in the Plan. Performance data is included within the Quarterly
Performance report data pack and reported to the Board at three monthly intervals.
Effective partnership working is also key to the delivery of the Plan. The delivery plan
was shared at the May 2018 BCB Meeting.
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4.

Offenders context and overview

4.1

The Offenders element of the plan seeks to ensure offenders are brought to justice
and are less likely to reoffend.

4.2

Nationally and locally, crime levels have fallen over the long term. However, the nature
of crime has changed. Reflecting national trends and changes in recording practices
there have been increases in recorded crime in recent years. This has particularly been
the case in previously ‘hidden’ crimes such as domestic abuse, sexual violence, child
sexual exploitation and cybercrime. More recently, there have been some genuine
increases in categories such burglary and vehicle-related crime.

4.3

Trends in overall recorded crime
per 1000 population
All Crime (exc fraud) per 1000 population
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Source: Police Recorded Crime based on Cambridgeshire data submitted, rolling 12 month average at month 6 of financial year
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@PCCCambs

Or visit our website at www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk

4.4

Trends in recorded crimes by type
per 1000 households/Population
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Note- burglary per 1000 household, all other offences per 1000 population
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4.5

A partnership approach is needed which helps to prevent crime in the first place, and
make people less likely to re-offend, so there are less victims in the future.

4.6

The Offenders section of the plan does not work in isolation from the rest of the plan.
Bringing offenders to justice and making people less likely to reoffend is about ensuring
the best outcomes for victims and that there are less victims in the future. Being a
previous victim of crime can be a factor for some people for making them vulnerable
to offending. Creating stronger, safer communities will help to prevent crime in the
first place. Transformation of the way we deliver public services is key to providing the
savings required to deliver the plan.

5.

Police enforcement disrupts offenders and deters would-be offenders. Offenders are
brought to justice while ensuring the best outcomes for victims

5.1

Tackling and investigating crime so that offenders are brought to justice, while
ensuring the best outcomes for victims, is a core policing role.

5.2

On a typical day in Cambridgeshire there are:


349 calls to 999



886 calls to 101



448 incidents recorded



181 crimes reported



32 arrests made.

Amongst other crimes, officers will deal with:


8 dwelling burglaries



87 thefts



14 thefts from a motor vehicle



2 robberies



46 violent crimes



5 sexual offences



21 domestic abuse incidents.

As well as dealing with crime each day, officers will:


Respond to 28 incidents flagged as being associated with people with mental
health issues



Respond to 7 missing person reports, each of which will take on average 10
hours police time



Attend 6 road traffic collisions where there are casualties



Undertake 17 breath tests



Deal with 54 ASB incidents.
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5.3

Dealing with these demands is resource intensive and has an impact on policing,
including on police investigative workloads.

5.4

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services (“HMICFRS”)
2017 effectiveness inspection concluded that Cambridgeshire Constabulary requires
improvement in its approach to keeping people safe and reducing crime. It recognised
these areas had been identified prior to inspection and were being addressed through
the new operating model as a result of the local policing review. It also recognised the
exceptional demand faced by the force in summer 2017. The local policing review and
council tax rise enable increased officer numbers and better use of resources to tackle
crime and bring offenders to justice. There is an ongoing programme to improve the
quality of investigations.

5.5

In response to crime trends, the Constabulary instigated a series of monthly days of
action from January 2018 in order to tackle specific issues – crime prevention,
outstanding suspects and burglary. During these days of action 750 bikes were tagged,
5 community crime prevention workshops took place and 50 outstanding suspects
were tackled in 24 hours. The last quarter of 2017-18 saw a dramatic reduction in the
number of burglaries.

6.

All agencies coming into contact with offenders ensure they address the causes of
criminality

6.1

The Commissioner recognises the need to put a foot in the so-called ‘revolving door’
of offending by intervening with targeted support to divert individuals away from
criminal behaviour. A multi-agency approach is needed to prevent crime in the first
place. The causes of criminality must be addressed to make people less likely to reoffend so that there are less victims in the future. The Commissioner chairs the
Criminal Justice Board and the Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board to
ensure a countywide strategic overview and co-ordinated multi-agency response.

6.2

The Constabulary has been an early adopter of the new national Out of Court Disposal
approach. We received Home Office innovation funding to support the offender hub
project which is designed to tackle the roots causes of early offending behaviour. This
new approach to conditional cautions, with conditions designed to tackle the causes
of an individual’s criminality at an early stage, has now been mainstreamed. Conditions
are agreed on an individual basis to reflect the assessment of need. Examples of the
issues which have been addressed include housing issues, anger management, drugs
or alcohol misuse, mental health, employment, education and training and support for
debt management. Over 600 people received conditional cautions between
September 2016 and February 2018, with high levels of compliance (84%) and over 500
people diverted from prosecution. An evaluation focussing on the first 140 cases under
the new arrangements shows that reoffending was in line with expectations but lower
than expected for offenders at high risk of reoffending, and with potentially reduced
severity of reoffending. The project was shortlisted for a Howard League for Penal
Reform Community Award. A grant has been made to the Outside Links service in
Peterborough to enable the service to continue to operate on a mobile basis across
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough in support of this work. It is clear from this work
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that even at an early stage of low-level offending there are a range of complex issues
for individuals which need to be addressed.
6.3

The Home Office innovation funding also enabled the Commissioner to commission a
needs assessment on offending prevention and management. This highlighted the
scale of complex needs, especially in relation to housing, employment and skills, drug
and alcohol misuse, and mental health. The priority issues identified by the needs
assessment are being addressed through the appropriate partnership governance
mechanisms.

6.4

Figure 3: Snapshot of number of offenders in contact with criminal justice services in
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough in 20161

Source: Cambridge Research Group, Strategic Needs Assessment: Managing Offenders;
Preventing Offending - 2016
6.5

Housing has been an early priority issue, focussed on the need to improve pathways.
Homeless offenders entering prison have a much higher reconviction rate in a year
(79% vs. 47%). Key issues include the need to improve co-ordination between housing
and criminal justice services; the fact that current policies can limit access to housing
– which impacts on offending; and demand for appropriate housing outstrips supply.
The introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 provides an opportunity to
improve co-ordination. The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Homelessness

1

Persons that committed an offence is data recorded in the police nominals database in 2016. Probation data
was provided by BeNCH CRC and NPS, identifying individuals on probation on 6 th February 2017. All individuals
sentenced now receive at least 1 year of probation. Young offenders data was provided by Peterborough City
Council and Cambridgeshire County Council covering the caseload of the whole of 2016. Prison receptions for
2016 were provided by Sodexo HMP Peterborough. This includes individuals not resident in Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough. A prison reception is each time a person starts a new sentence. This includes prison recalls
where an offender in the community breaches the terms of their licence and is recalled to prison. At any one
time HMP Peterborough has approximately 1200 prisoners.
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Prevention Trailblazer project has been working with partners in the criminal justice
system to improve these pathways. In May 2018 the Commissioner co-hosted an event
attended by 60 practitioners across housing and criminal justice services. Work is
underway to develop a protocol and action plan to address the key issues.
6.6

Earlier this year the Commissioner co-hosted an event to bring together colleagues
from across local government, education, police, health and the voluntary sector.
Expert speakers presented the latest research evidence on adverse childhood
experiences and early intervention, and shared example of local practice in developing
trauma-informed services.

6.7

Almost 400 people have been assessed since the Multi-agency Restorative Justice Hub
was launched in the Constabulary. 20 conferences have been held, often with multiple
victims and offenders and 11 indirect interventions. Restorative Justice is now used in
a broad range of environments, including neighbourhood and ASB issues, prison and a
range of policing interactions.

7.

A partnership approach will be taken that protects local communities from crime and
manages the most complex offenders

7.1

The Constabulary works with a wide range of partners. The Rural Crime Action Team
continues to tackle all forms of rural crime. The fight against hare coursers saw a
number of successful prosecutions over the year.

7.2

The Constabulary’s specialist cybercrime capability includes a dedicated investigation
unit to deal with more serious and complex cases, a Cyber Security Advisor and prevent
officers linked into regional and international issues.

7.3

HMICFRS 2017 effectiveness inspection confirmed that the Constabulary has the
necessary arrangements in place to ensure that it can fulfil its national policing
responsibilities as set out in the strategic policing requirement, including counterterrorism, serious and organised crime, cyber security, public order, civil emergencies
and child sexual abuse. Counter-terrorism capabilities fort the Eastern Region were
brought under single command under the Eastern Region Special Operations Unit in
July 2017. Demands for mutual aid were high last year in light of incidents and periods
of critical threat level.

7.4

The Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board is working with partners to address
countywide issues. Community Safety Partnerships set priorities to tackle local issues
of crime and disorder.

7.5

The Commissioner awards almost £1.2m of grants to organisations who he believes
will secure or contribute to securing crime and disorder reduction in the area. A full list
of the grants aligned to the offender section of the Police and Crime Plan is attached
at Appendix 1.

7.6

The contribution to the Peterborough Substance Misuse Innovation Fund supports the
Intensive Recovery Outreach Project to reduce re-offending among a small cohort of
individuals who are frequent attendees of police custody. The model of working is
highly intensive outreach work, addressing the factors that influence their frequent
offending. The project has also been able to second a Mental Health Practitioner and
undertake a housing pilot. The contribution to the Cambridgeshire substance misuse
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pooled budget supports partners in the criminal justice system in identifying the most
effective and efficient referral pathways into treatment, this includes prison in-reach
work.
7.7

Contributions to the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Youth Offending Services
supports work on preventing re-offending and reducing the number of first time
entrants to the criminal justice system. Prevention workers are able to carry out
detailed assessments with young people and provide a plan for future work. The joint
Youth Justice Board across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough is now well established.
Data on first time entrants to the criminal justice system indicates a falling trend over
the last five years but with recent rises which need to be understood.

7.8

Partnership arrangements for protecting local communities from those people who
present a risk of serious harm are well established. A grant contribution is made to the
Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements (“MAPPA”) which manage the risk
posed by the most serious sexual and violent offenders. These arrangements bring
together police, probation and prisons. The aim of MAPPA is to create a robust risk
management plan, ensuring that known victims are protected and that restrictive
measures are in place to reduce the likelihood of further serious harm occurring.
Funding is also provided for an Integrated Offender Management co-ordinator post to
work with offenders who cause the public most harm through the volume of offences
they commit. Cambridgeshire participated in the Ministry of Justice GPS tagging pilot
which concluded earlier this year and will inform the national rollout of the electronic
monitoring programme.

7.9

A contribution is made to Crimestoppers to enable people to report information
anonymously.

8.

Conclusion

8.1

The overarching outcome of the work outlined in this report is that offenders are
brought to justice are less likely to re-offend. This is against a backdrop of increased
and increasingly complex demand, alongside reducing resources across public services.

8.2

The Constabulary’s focus remains on protecting the most vulnerable victims in our
community and targeting the most dangerous offenders. The Constabulary’s new
operating model is intended to enable optimum use of resources.

8.3

This reinforces the need to work in partnership across the criminal justice system and
beyond to tackle crime and address the causes of criminality and reoffending. There is
a need to develop stronger pathways through these systems. The partnership
governance mechanisms including the Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
and the Criminal Justice Board, chaired by the Commissioner, are being reviewed to
ensure the system leadership required to keep Cambridgeshire safe is as effective and
efficient as possible.

9.

Recommendation

9.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.
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Appendix 1
Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 2018/19

Attacking criminality and reducing re-offending
Peterborough Substance Misuse Innovation Fund
Funds intensive case management approach to reduce demand on custody by
frequent flyers.

Contribution to pooled budget to
wider contract currently with

Cambridgeshire Substance Misuse
Supports partners in Criminal Justice in identifying most effective and efficient
referral pathways into treatment.

Offenders

Innovation fund sitting on top of
main contract held by
Peterborough City Council with
Aspire

Cambridgeshire Youth Offending Service

140,000

94,000

Inclusion
Cambridgeshire County
Council

127,000

Peterborough City Council

136,000

Cambridgeshire Constabulary

45,000

National Probation Service

50,000

Contribution to the YOS to fund preventative and restorative work
Peterborough Youth Offending Service
Contribution to the YOS to fund preventative and restorative work
County-Wide Integrated Offender Management
Funding for a co-ordinator post to work with offenders who cause the public the
most harm through the volume of offences they commit.
Multi-Agency Public Protection Agency (MAPPA)
Contribution to the partnership arrangement to manage the risk posed by the most
serious sexual and violent offenders.
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Offender Hub – Outside Links supporting the development of conditional cautions

Crimestoppers - Contribution to the running of the national call centre where
people can report information anonymously and an Eastern Region Manager post
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Sodexo

30,000

Crimestoppers National
Charity

24,000
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Implementation of the Local Policing Review and Athena in Cambridgeshire Constabulary
1.

Purpose of Paper

1.1

To update the Business Co-ordination Board (the ‘Board’) on the implementation of
the Local Policing Review (April 2018) and Athena (May 2018).

2.

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that the Board note the contents of this paper.

3.

LPR Update

3.1

The Local Policing Review (LPR) commenced in autumn 2016 with the purpose of
undertaking a review of the force operating model, recommending and subsequently
implementing a new and sustainable operating model to effectively deliver the Police
and Crime Plan as well as delivering the necessary financial savings as required within
the Constabulary Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP).

3.2

The business cases were approved and were broken into six areas as follows:
Neighbourhood Policing



Geographic including Investigations



Public Protection



Central Intelligence Bureau



Authorities and Investigation Standards



Demand Hub
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3.3

The new policing model reduces the number of officers from the rank of Chief
Superintendent down to Sergeant, with the exception at the rank of Inspector
which increases by one. The most significant reduction is at the rank of Sergeant
which reduces by 20 posts.

3.4

The proposed LPR policing model meets the savings requirements that have been
set in line with the MTFP. Furthermore, it secures sufficient additional savings to
fund up to a further 50 Constables. The savings are delivered from a range of
approaches which are summarised below. On top of financial savings, there are
efficiency and other operational benefits to the proposed model. A full benefits
realisation plan is aligned to the LPR.

3.5

To note and for clarity, as a result of the precept increase, further financial
modelling has been undertaken and that will permit the additional increase in
Police Constable numbers by a further 55. These additional officers will be posted
into Neighbourhood Policing Teams and Investigative roles in line with the force
priorities and will be recruited during years one and two of the LPR
calendar.

3.6

The streamlining of the rank structure is delivered as a result of the previous
policing model containing six districts and a separate crime command comprising of
a number separate teams now becoming a single policing command, with the
geographic area split into north and south. It significantly reduces centralised and
specialist functions, returning them to a localised model of policing which is
significantly more efficient and effective.

3.7

In line with a new model of neighbourhood policing, Police Community Support
Officer numbers will reduce over three years to 80, however it is anticipated that a
number of the current PCSO cohort will be supported and take up a role within the
constabulary as a warranted constable.

3.8

Each District Council area retains a front counter provision, albeit with a plan to
reduce opening hours in line with demand and the changing profile of public
contact.

3.9

The Demand Hub brings together the Force Control Room (FCR), Police Service
Centre (PSC) and Investigation Management Unit (IMU), the latter two relocated
from Copse Court in Peterborough to a co-located site in the Control Room building
at Force Headquarters. This will create significant operational efficiencies as well as
financial ones both in the short and medium term. It will also allow the most
efficient and effective implementation of Athena in line with the collaboratively
agreed preferred approach.

4

LPR Operational Benefits

4.1

The proposed policing model will bring a number of benefits, a summary of which
are outlined below.
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4.2

Additional warranted officers to assist in responding to the increase in demand.

4.3

Additional resource in areas of force priority and risk including child abuse,
exploitation, rape investigation, multiagency safeguarding and emergency
response.

4.4

Creation of Demand Hub which will enhance the service provided to the public,
most effectively land Athena and deliver a collocated function that improves the
management of demand.

4.5

Additional analytical provision to better understand and inform strategic and
tactical responses to demand.

4.6

Retention of a front counter provision within every district council area.

4.7

Focused and consistent model of neighbourhood policing, underpinned by an
understanding of communities and community need, flexible to respond to
prioritised community demand as required. Improved level of problem solving
achieved through investment in training.

4.8

Improved team working with a model that provides increased resources at times of
demand and structured such that there is a ‘one team’ approach.

4.9

Delivers an operational model that is financial affordable, building in capability to
improve investigative standards.

5

Athena Update

5.1

The Constabulary launched the Athena system on 23 May 2018, alongside its
alliance partners in Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire.

5.2

Athena is an integrated computer system and aligned business processes that
manage investigations, intelligence, custody procedures and case file
administration, with one system replacing numerous local systems.

5.3

There are 9 forces in the Athena Consortium, including all Eastern Region Forces,
Warwickshire and West Mercia. Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Warwickshire and West
Mercia have already gone live.

5.4

Aligned to Athena is an interface to allow access via TuServe. TuServe is a tool that
enables access to many force systems from mobile devices.

6.

Athena Benefits

6.1

Removing the need for staff to research and input into numerous systems,
removing duplication and improving data quality.

6.2

Increasing the ability of officers and staff to access data themselves without having
to request assistance from others, for example, requesting basic intelligence
reports which in future they will be able to obtain themselves on Athena. This
increased self-service functionality will reduce demands on other areas of the
business.

6.3

Improving the ability of staff to carry out risk assessments in their dealings with
victims or offenders through their ability to access information held by other
Athena forces in a timelier manner.
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6.4

Improving the tasking and briefing process, by moving from a manual to an
automated process, and improving ownership and continuity.

6.5

Improving functionality in the use of automatic flagging notifications to aid in the
gathering of intelligence, instead of the current requirement to trawl through
various systems.

7.

LPR Implementation

7.1

The LPR went live on Monday 30th April, including the implementation of new shift
patterns, working locations, Demand Hub and operating model.

7.2

As a result of extensive engagement with staff and staff associations, the significant
staffing changes were completed with no formal challenges relating to fairness.

7.3

The transition of the PSC and IMU to the Demand Hub at HQ went very smoothly,
with all building works, ICT and technical instillations completed on time. The
logistical and staffing transition went well.

7.4

Whilst still very early days, initial indications are that the new model has resulted in
an increase in available resource, with an improvement in overall response times
noted during the month of May as well as improved response times to incidents of
Domestic Abuse.

7.5

Commentary from the public and partners has been positive.

8.0

Athena Implementation

8.1

Athena went live as planned on 23rd May 2018. The go-live went well and
commentary from supplier Northgate and the Implementation Team was positive,
indicating that this was the smoothest go-live of all forces to date, albeit with each
lessons have been learnt.

8.2

Athena has seen significant functional change and in some aspects wholesale
process change, in particular relating to case and criminal justice.

8.3

Athena go-live coincided with go-live of digital case file within the criminal justice
arena, resulting in all but a few complex cases now being completely digital /
electronic.

8.4

Whilst the initial implementation went well, Athena has presented challenges to
the organisation as indeed any new and major ICT and process change is likely to,
with function and process taking significantly longer until staff become more
familiar with its use and the associated process changes that accompany it.

8.5

To mitigate some of the risks and challenges associated with implementation, a
Helpdesk support function remains in place, and experienced and additionally
trained super-users remain in place to support staff as they gain familiarity and
confidence with the new system.

8.6

There have been some technical challenges post go-live however these have and
continue to be resolved but it has resulted in the system being taken down for
periods of time across all Athena forces.
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9.0

Summary

9.1

The window of time between the LPR organisational restructure and Athena go-live
was a period of only some three weeks which has resulted in unprecedented
organisational and process change. It is unreasonable to think that a change of this
scale will not need time to settle and embed.

9.2

A governance and command structure remains in place to oversee the changes and
to monitor progress and resolve issues as they arise.

10.0

Recommendation

10.1

It is recommended that the Board note the contents of this paper.

Contact Officer
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UPDATE ON FIRE AND RESCUE GOVERNANCE
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
following the approval from the Home Secretary for the Police and Crime
Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) to take on responsibility for governance of
Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

For the Board to note the update.

3.

Background

3.1

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 (the “Act”) places a duty on police, fire and rescue
and ambulance services to explore opportunities for collaboration, and enables Police
and Crime Commissioners to take on responsibility for the governance of fire and
rescue services in their area where a case is made to do so.

3.2

Commissioners are enabled to seek responsibility for their local Fire and Rescue
Authority where a local case is made to the Home Secretary. This is subject to tests to
ensure that changes will deliver improvements in one or more of a) economy, b)
efficiency and effectiveness or c) public safety. In line with the legislation,
Commissioners are also required to work with their Fire Authority to prepare their
local business case.

3.3

Independent consultants, who were commissioned jointly by Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Fire Authority and the Commissioner assessed the governance options
and prepared a local business case. The local business case recommended that the
governance option offered the greatest benefit.
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3.4

The provisions of the Act place a requirement on the Commissioner to consult if they
wish to take on the governance of Fire. Pre-consultation engagement took place
between 12th June and 2nd July 2017 where stakeholders and the public were advised
that the formal consultation was to be launched. The public consultation then ran for
nine weeks from Monday 3rd July 2017 to Monday 4th September 2017.

4.

Home Office Consideration and Current Position

4.1

The Commissioner’s proposal to take on the governance of the Cambridgeshire Fire
and Rescue Service was submitted to the Home Office on 10th October 2017.

4.2

Where the upper tier authorities do not agree with a proposal the Home Office is
required to obtain an independent assessment of the proposal. The Home Secretary
will take into account its findings of the independent review when making the final
decision whether or not to approve the Commissioner’s proposal.

4.3

The Minister of State for Policing and the Fire Service requested the Chartered Institute
of Public Finance & Accountancy (“CIPFA”) to undertake an independent assessment
of the Cambridgeshire proposal.

4.4

On 26th March 2018 the Home Secretary announced that the Commissioner for
Cambridgeshire would be one of three more Commissioners to take on responsibility
for local fire and rescue services. The Home Secretary considered that the
Cambridgeshire proposal demonstrates that a transfer of governance would be in the
interests of economy, efficiency and effectiveness and does not have an adverse effect
upon public safety. However, the Home Secretary’s decision is now subject to legal
challenge by Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Fire Authority.

5.

Future Financial Management Arrangements for the OPCC

5.1

Following the departure of the OPCC Chief Finance Officer at the end of January
2017, an interim arrangement was agreed by the Commissioner at the Business Coordination Board on 17th January 2017 for the Deputy Chief Executive of
Cambridgeshire Fire Authority to become the OPCC Acting Chief Finance Officer (and
Acting Section 151 Officer) for an initial period to 31st December 2017. To support
the Acting Chief Finance Officer in his role, the services of a part time Interim Head of
Finance were secured.

5.2

A process to confirm the on-going interim arrangement to share the same Section
151 Officer across the Fire Authority and Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner is under development. Alongside this, a review of the support needed
to ensure the finance function fits the business needs of the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner moving forward is underway.

6.

Recommendation

6.1

For the Board to note the update.
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INTEGRITY CONTROLS ASSURANCE
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to provide the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”)
with a report on the non-financial integrity arrangements that the Police and Crime
Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) and Cambridgeshire Constabulary ("the
Constabulary") have in place and their effectiveness. This is the fourth report and
covers the period April 2017 to March 2018.

1.2

The report specifically provides a summary of:


the controls process, how the various control processes have operated during the
reporting period and evidence of their effectiveness; and



complaints and any learning that should be applied.

1.3

The report can be found at Appendix A.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the report.
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OVERVIEW OF INTEGRITY CONTROLS ASSURANCE
This is the fourth Integrity Controls Assurance Framework Report on the non-financial integrity
arrangements that the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) and
Cambridgeshire Constabulary (the “Constabulary”) have in place. This report covers the period from
April 2017 to March 2018.
This Report provides assurance that both the Commissioner and the Constabulary fully recognise and
support the principle that all those in policing should uphold and embed the highest standards of
ethical behaviour, personal conduct, and at the same time be transparent and accountable for their
actions.
Integrity – ‘doing the right thing in the right way’ - cuts across all areas of policing in respect of the
decisions that are made and how people are treated. Both the Commissioner and the Constabulary
are committed to the need for governance, oversight and the delivery of professional behaviour within
the Constabulary and the Commissioner’s own office, the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner.
The Chief Constable has reiterated the Constabulary’s commitment to integrity as a core value of his
vision for a safer Cambridgeshire.
The responsibility for integrity is both at an institutional level and a personal level to meet the
expectations of the public. The public’s confidence in police integrity can be met, and equally
undermined, in the light of their own experiences, those within their communities, and those relating
to national issues whether current or historical. Therefore, we must have mechanisms to respond to,
and rebuild confidence, which resonate with national requirements but recognise our local identity.
The College of Policing’s Code of Ethics is not just a piece of paper. Its principles are that integrity ‘is
at the heart of every policy, procedure, decision and action in policing’ to ensure that there are the
highest personal standards for everyone in policing. No one element or approach to driving integrity
can stand-alone. Pro-activity around integrity such as the Code, behaviours, conduct, decision making,
governance processes and controls assurances, are taken together to ensure the public can be assured
that the Commissioner, his office, and the Constabulary, acting fairly, honestly, respectively and
ethically.
Future reforms in policing spearheaded by the Home Secretary, including legislative proposals on the
way complaints are managed, will continue to drive up standards. There is no room for complacency.
The Commissioner and the Chief Constable recognise the need to build upon and enhance integrity.
This Report specifically provides a summary of:
 the controls process, how the various control processes have operated during the
reporting period and evidence of their effectiveness; and
 complaints and any learning that should be applied.
Dr Dorothy Gregson
Chief Executive, Office of Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Integrity is about ‘doing the right thing in the right way’. The Cambridgeshire Police
and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) and the Chief Constable are clear that
integrity is the responsibility of all those in policing. The demonstration of integrity is
not one that can easily be measured by statistics alone. Equally, integrity should not
be driven by a target culture which can create perverse incentives and consequently
drive down public confidence. Whilst outputs and statistics can be useful, for example
in measuring compliance with statutory guidance for complaint handling timescales,
outcomes are the key measure.

1.2

Outcomes can be realised in many ways across the integrity agenda and can be
influenced by a number of factors. What is important is that there is a culture of
integrity and that there are appropriate levels of scrutiny, challenge and support to
ensure that policing principles and standards of professional behaviour are embedded
in everyday policing; ones which the public can have confidence in.

1.3

Robust control processes have continued to be in place during the reporting period of
April 2017 to March 2018 to ensure the non-financial integrity of policing in
Cambridgeshire. These processes have pro-actively driven a culture of integrity
through establishing standards, setting methods for measuring actual performance,
comparing results, taking into account risks, issues and mitigation, reinforcing
strengths and taking necessary corrective action.

1.4

These processes have taken place at a range of levels to provide appropriate control
and assurance in terms of both hierarchy and independence. This means that some of
these processes are the sole or joint responsibility of the Commissioner and/or the
Chief Constable. Some relate to Cambridgeshire’s oversight responsibility on behalf of
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire, as collaboration partners, for some business areas
such as the Professional Standards Department (PSD).

2.

Control processes

2.1

The three controls governance groupings to reflect the business or their autonomy
are:

2.2



‘domestic’ – those that deal with integrity within the Constabulary and on
behalf of the Commissioner;



Collaborative – those where the Constabulary and the Commissioner are
responsible for leading on behalf of the strategic collaborative alliance with
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire (the “Strategic Alliance”);



Independent – those that have independent members.

Each of these controls processes were described in the first Annual Integrity Controls
Assurance Framework Report presented to the Joint Audit Committee in March 2015.
For ease of reference these are given at Annex 1.
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3.

Evidence of the control processes being used and their effectiveness during the
reporting period (April 2017 – March 2018)
Domestic – those that deal with the integrity within the Constabulary and on behalf
of the Commissioner

3.1

The various control processes and the respective governance groups as given at Annex
1, continue to function in their respective roles, provide support, challenge and
scrutiny in line with their purpose and met regularly.

3.2

The Commissioner’s Business Co-ordination Board has met nine times. The Board has
pro-actively set the agenda by calling for reports to ensure the Constabulary are held
to account regarding matters relating to integrity, including the Commissioner’s key
decisions, such as those in respect of collaboration with other police forces, financial
spend, estates disposal, and complaints policy review.

3.3

A Performance Working Group was created in May 2015 as a new controls assurance
group. This has enabled the Commissioner to hold the Chief Constable to account for
the Constabulary’s performance. The Group has pro-actively identified matters of
concerns at both local level generated through public interaction and correspondence,
such as call handling, and those of national significance such as hate crime, domestic
abuse and response times.

3.4

In spring 2017, a new Performance Framework was developed to align with the
Commissioner’s new Police and Crime Plan. The Framework is qualitative and
embraces an assessment of vulnerability and impact on long term demand.

3.5

The Constabulary’s new board and governance structures are now embedded since
their inception in March 2014. The driver for the new structure was to utilise HMIC’s
Police Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy Programme (PEEL) inspection
methodology.

3.6

The Constabulary formed two additional controls assurance bodies to ensure greater
public accountability and scrutiny around Stop Search. The All Stops Steering and
Scrutiny Group and the Stop Search Public Scrutiny Group. In September 2016 HMIC
informed the Constabulary that they were now compliant with the new Stop and
Search requirements. This was further re-affirmed in December 2017 by HMICFRS’s
Police Legitimacy inspection in which the HMICFRS inspectors commented that “the
constabulary had a good understanding of what constitutes reasonable grounds for
stop and search”. Overall the Police Legitimacy inspection received a “Good” grading.
Collaborative – those where the Constabulary and the Commissioner are responsible
for leading on behalf of the Strategic Alliance with Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire
Independent – those that have independent members

3.7

The Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”). See reports at each meeting in respect of
their remit to scrutinise and support the Commissioner in the exercise of his statutory
functions. Reports have included on how the Commissioner is monitoring the delivery
of his Police and Crime Plan, the demonstration of the transparency and integrity
regarding financial planning, such as Medium Term Financial Strategy leading up to the
final Budget and Precept reports, and how the Commissioner is holding the
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Constabulary to account regarding progress against HMIC legitimacy and compliance
with vetting guidelines. Commissioner’s key decisions for consideration and any
complaints made against the Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner,
3.8

The independent Out of Court Disposals Scrutiny Panel continues to meet four times
a year. The Panel has considered a range of randomly selected cases that have been
resolved by use of an out of court disposal. This Scrutiny Panel actively challenges the
Constabulary to ensure the action taken was appropriate in the circumstances.

3.9

The Stop Search Public Scrutiny Group is an independent group chaired by a
community member and made up of key community representatives, including those
groups most subject to Stop Search. The Group meets on a quarterly basis and provides
advice, guidance and scrutiny around all aspects of Stop Search, from a community
perspective. This includes setting a community trigger following complaints,
influencing policy change, witnessing stop search in action, via Body Worn Video
footage, inspecting Stop Search records and aiding decision making.

4.

External integrity drivers

4.1

HMIC has undertaken a number of inspections of the Constabulary during this
reporting period, the purpose of which being to monitor the Constabulary’s
performance. Some inspections have been solely on the Constabulary’s effectiveness
and efficiency, others have been thematic1, including an inspection of police custody
results
of
which
can
be
found
on
the
HMIC
web
site
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/peel-assessments/peel2017/cambridgeshire/

4.2

The Constabulary track progress on HMIC recommendations through their
Organisational Improvement Group and, in addition for the ones relating to PSD,
through the Governance Board. Inspection reports are also taken to the
Commissioners BCB.

5.

Complaints update – delivery of integrity

5.1

By its legislative nature, a complaints process is primarily predicated on statutory
requirements, such as recording timescales advocated by the Independent Office for
Police Conduct (IOPC) (formally the Independent Police Complaints Commission
(IPCC)). Nonetheless, a complaints process should be able to challenge the culture of
an organisation and in doing so ensure that robust checks and balances are in place,
and that learning is seen as a necessary outcome for individual officers, staff and the
organisation.

5.2

The Chief Constable has underlined that integrity is at the root of all that the
Constabulary do, so consequently there are roles and responsibilities for all officers
and staff in the complaints process. In addition, this also brings accountability to those
who have a legal responsibilities placed upon them to ensure this integrity is upheld.

5.3

PSD undertakes reactive and proactive investigations and management of misconduct
and complaints against the Constabulary. The Commissioner has a statutory duty to
1

These inspections examine a key issue across a representative number of forces, and comment solely
on performance in relation to that key issue.
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monitor complaints and to handle complaints against the Chief Constable. The Panel
has a statutory duty to handle complaints against the Police and Crime Commissioner
and the Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner, with delegated authority given in
certain circumstances being given to the Monitoring Officer, OPCC.
5.4

During the period of this report the Commissioner received four complaints against
the Chief Constable. None of these were upheld by the Commissioner in line with
statutory guidance, or the IOPC (to date) where the complainant exercised their right
of appeal.

5.5

The Panel recorded one complaint against the ex-Deputy Police and Crime
Commissioner (who resigned in May 2017). This was referred to the then IPCC who
concluded that there was no conduct issues to investigate and therefore no conduct
matter to refer to the Panel. No complaints were made against the Police and Crime
Commissioner or the new Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner (who took up the
position in January 2018).

6.

Forward Look

6.1

2018 onwards will be a challenging year. Changes in legislation are likely to radically
change the way in which complaints are handled. The focus on governance will
become even more key. Whilst there are robust structures and procedures in place
which make for a strong foundation, it may be healthy and opportune to review the
controls assurance landscape to ensure it continues to be fit for purpose.
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Annex 1
Control processes - as presented to Joint Audit Committee at March 2015.
Domestic - those that deal with integrity within the Constabulary and on behalf of the
Commissioner
Business Co-ordination Board
The Business Coordination Board (BCB) will continue to meet and these have been scheduled
to be held on a six weekly basis between the Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, senior
officers from the Constabulary and the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC),
chaired by the Commissioner. The BCB takes a risk-based approach. Minutes of the meeting
and key papers are published on the Commissioner’s website.
Force Executive Board
The Force Executive Board (FEB) is the Constabulary’s most senior management team, the
Board meet on a monthly basis. FEB members include the Chief Constable, Deputy Chief
Constable and Assistant Chief Constable. The remaining members each represent a
directorate or department and staff association representatives. All the members support
and advise the Chief Constable in the overall strategic direction of the Constabulary.
Crime Data Integrity Working Group
The Constabulary’s Crime Data Integrity Working Group was established in November 2013 to
ensure recording is accurate and victim focussed. The Group meets monthly and considers
and embeds recommendations from national and Constabulary specific reports into working
practices.
Collaborative - those where the Constabulary and the Commissioner are the responsible for
leading on behalf of the Strategic Alliance with Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire
PSD Governance Board
This Board meets every three months and is chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable from the
Constabulary with senior level membership from the Constabulary, Bedfordshire Police and
Hertfordshire Constabulary, along with the Cambridgeshire OPCC representing the
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire OPCCs. The Board is responsible for the governance and
oversight of all PSD business. This board reports to the Organisational Support Delivery Board,
chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable from Cambridgeshire Constabulary.
Independent - those that have independent members.
Police and Crime Panel
The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel provides support and challenge to the
Commissioner. The Police and Crime Panel also has a statutory role of overseeing all
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complaints against the Commissioner and the Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner. Any
complaints are handled in accordance with the legislation, IPCC guidance and their own
Complaints Procedure. A report is presented to the Police and Crime Panel at each meeting
updating them on any complaints received against the Commissioner and Deputy
Commissioner.
Joint Audit Committee
The Joint Audit Committee comprises five members who are independent of the
Commissioner and the Constabulary. The Committee, which meets quarterly, provides an
independent assurance on the adequacy of the corporate governance and risk management
arrangements in place.
Out of Court Disposals Scrutiny Panel
The purpose of the Scrutiny Panel is to independently review a selection of anonymised cases
that have been resolved by use of an out of court disposal by the Constabulary. Its aim is to
determine whether the method of disposal, such as a cannabis warning or a simple caution,
is considered appropriate based on a review of the information available to the decision maker
at the time. The Panel meets four times a year and has an independent Chair and
membership, made up from representatives of the judiciary, Crown Prosecution Service,
Youth Offending Teams and includes a representative from the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner in an observer capacity. The Constabulary takes the Panel’s recommendations
and actively translate these into learning and development at both individual feedback level
and across the Constabulary.
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

19 July 2018

Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Collaboration
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
with an update to Collaboration activity between Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and
Hertfordshire (BCH).

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

3.

Executive summary

3.1

Policing is getting more complex, more regulated, more specialised – this brings cost.

3.2

Cambridgeshire is not a big force (29/43 in net revenue expenditure) and also has
the 2nd lowest expenditure per head of population – collaboration is essential to
Cambridgeshire, the full range of policing functions could not be provided without
collaboration.

3.3

Collaboration is an approach, not a series of individual decisions. Single units
collaborated in isolation are not efficient. The greatest benefits come when there is
synergy across multiple units between police forces.

3.4

It is useful to consider BCH collaboration in two phases, the first phase was largely
operational – Joint Protective Services, Eastern Region Specialist Operations Unit,
Professional Standards Department, Procurement. This was very successful in terms
of the operational provision of specialist functions and also delivered £2.6m budget
reductions to Cambridgeshire.

3.5

It was apparent to PCCs and Chief Constables, that without further collaboration of
the “enabling functions” that support these units (HR, ICT etc), that there would be
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structural inefficiencies within the first phase units and that there were also
savings/benefits in further collaboration of the enabling functions themselves.
3.6

The second phase collaboration commenced in 2014 and was broadly for these
“enabling functions” – HR and L&D, ICT, Information Management, Custody, Criminal
Justice, Firearms Licensing, Public Contact. This would mean, for instance, that
supervisors would no longer have to access multiple HR systems, staff would carry
the same ICT equipment, CJ and custody processes would not be different
dependent on which geographic location within BCH.

3.7

Whilst savings are not the only driver for collaboration, they are important.
Recurrent savings for Cambridgeshire from collaboration is currently £6.151m,
although this will increase, as implementation for some of the functions is not yet
complete. Total cumulative savings since 2014/15 is £21.716m.

3.8

Nationally, policing is transforming and as part of the BCH Strategic Alliance, with the
scale that the Alliance brings, Cambridgeshire are well positioned to ensure that the
design of the national transformation meets the needs of people in Cambridgeshire.

3.9

Within the past two years there have been significant changes in both the
management and the governance of collaboration with BCH, that is driving out
further benefits. Policing is now a local, regional and national function, but critically
the purpose of collaboration is to enable the continued effectiveness of local
neighbourhood policing. The greater the benefits of collaboration, whether savings
or operational effectiveness, the more effective local policing becomes. The PCC for
Cambridgeshire is responsible for holding the Chief Constable to account for leading
an efficient and effective police force, the role of the PCC in the approach to
collaboration is critical to achieving this.

4.

Introduction

4.1

Policing has a long history of collaboration, and it is important to understand the
meaning of the term in the policing context. It is best considered as a continuum,
with merely sharing good practice or the provision/receipt of Mutual Aid at the
informal extreme, to the formal extreme whereby structural changes are
undertaken, leading to a single force providing the service/function on behalf of all
others. The National Police Air Service (NPAS) is an example of the latter which is a
national collaborated function. There are a multitude of variations between these
ends of the continuum. For the purposes of this report, the term “structural
collaboration” is used to describe the formal arrangements in place between
Cambridgeshire and the other forces mentioned. Structural collaboration in this
context is where Cambridgeshire are part of a single shared function with other
forces and to which resources are contributed proportionately (in most cases this is
based upon the relative sizes of the forces concerned).

4.2

Historically, looser informal collaboration was the norm until around 10 years ago
from which time there has been a significant uplift in the range of functions that
have been structurally collaborated, the majority of which have been undertaken at
a local level between two or three forces, although there are regional and national
collaborations.
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The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 and the Policing Protocol Order
2011 lay out a number of duties of PCCs. The Policing Protocol states that PCCs
“enter into collaboration agreements with other PCC’s, other policing bodies and
partners that improve the efficiency or effectiveness of policing for one or more
policing bodies or police forces1”. In addition, the Policing and Crime Act 2017
makes provision for collaboration between the emergency services.
There are a range of potential benefits from structural collaboration:

4.4.

4.5



Resilience – larger specialist teams have greater resilience.



The aggregation of demand across a number of forces smooths peaks and troughs
of demand.



Returns on Investment improve as specialist assets can be “sweated” – this
applies as much to equipment as it does to staff training. This also means that
purchasing newer, more efficient, assets can be justified in terms of value for
money, rather than the continued use of obsolete/inefficient assets.



Public Safety – some higher risk police tactics requiring significant training, but
crucially also require operational deployments for the staff to be competent and
safe in the use of the tactic, smaller forces lack the scale of demand for these
specialist tactics to enable that to always happen.



Savings/Efficiency – reduced pro rata management on costs from single
command/management teams; reduced estates costs; economies of scale;
increased purchasing power etc.

Within Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire (BCH) there are a number of
longstanding (prior to 2014/15) structurally collaborated units within what has
collectively been termed Joint Protective Services (JPS):


Armed Policing Unit



Civil Contingencies Unit



Cameras, Tickets and Collisions



Dogs Unit



Major Crime Unit



Operational Planning and Support Unit



Roads Policing Unit



Scientific Services Unit.

BCH operate model whereby all three forces contribute staff and other resources to
a single shared function with shared strategic oversight and day to day leadership of
that function is assigned to one of the three forces. The “lead force” for JPS is
Bedfordshire. At the time of collaborating the JPS functions, the Professional
Standards Department and Procurement were also collaborated within BCH.

1

Policing Protocol Order 2011 Sec 17 (h)
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4.6

In addition to the specific BCH functions detailed above, the Eastern Region
Specialist Operations Unit (ERSOU) was also established involving, at the time, BCH,
Norfolk, Suffolk and some aspects included Essex and more recently Kent. ERSOU is
the unit tasked with tackling the threat of organised crime across the Eastern Region
and to provide specialist covert policing capability to law enforcement. Much of the
unit’s work is made up of a number of highly specialised teams working closely
together and has embedded partners from Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs, UK
Border Force, and the National Crime Agency (NCA) working within it.

4.7

From 2014, further functions have been collaborated within BCH. Under the
portfolios of “Organisational Support” and “Operational Support”. Organisational
Support consists of, Human Resources and Learning & Development, ICT and
Information Management and includes the existing collaborated Professional
Standards Department (PSD) for which Cambridgeshire provides the day to day
leadership. Organisational Support consists of Criminal Justice, Custody, Firearms
and Explosives Licensing, and for a time the Public Contact senior management team
for which Hertfordshire provides the day to day leadership..

5.

Savings and Benefits from Collaboration

5.1

The historic nature of this business case and accounting processes at the time of the
collaboration of JPS, ERSOU, Procurement and PSD do not enable the individual
savings from each of these collaborated areas to be tracked, however, as reported
previously to HMIC, £2.6m was the total Cambridgeshire savings that were removed
from the respective budgets as a consequence. As this amount was taken from the
budgets, this can be considered to be recurrent saving since that time.

5.2

The table below shows the budget reductions made as a result of the collaborated
functions listed.

BCH Cost/Savings since 2014/15
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

£27

£86

Firearms licensing
Information management
ICT
CJ phase 1
Custody
ERSOU/JPS etc
Total recurrent in each year
Total annual cumulative

£2,600
£2,600
£2,600

£358
£926
£3,526

Total savings from 2014/15

£2,600
-£795

BCH Change Team costs
Total Cumulative Change Team costs
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2017/18

Total
2018/19 £'000

£71
£29

£423

£305
£920
£4,446

£92
£355
£547
£4,993

£735
£1,158
£6,151

£6,126

£10,572

£15,565

£21,716

-£1,895
-£2,690

-£1,649
-£4,339

-£1,448
-£5,787

-£561
-£6,348

£541

£508
£21
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Notes
Individual savings shown are recurrent, ie they have been removed from budget
ERSOU/JPS etc includes Professional Standards Department and Procurement
ERSOU/JPS etc savings were made prior to 2014/15 and are shown in 2014/15 as they are
recurrent
The costs for the BCH Change team are not recurrent, hence there is no annual cumulative cost
figure shown
A net figure of total BCH Change Team costs and total savings cannot be shown as this would be
a misrepresentation, as the change team have been involved in many more change projects than
the collaboration projects itemised here. The cost figures are shown in order to inform, rather
than to provide a cost:benefit analysis of the programme.

5.3

The table above shows an ongoing saving per year of £6.151m from the functions
shown. This is the figure that has been removed from the budget lines. In the five
years of collaboration shown, this accumulates to a total saving of £21.716m. In
reality, the figure is higher, given that ERSOU/JPS etc were collaborated prior to
2014/15.

5.4

The change team costs in the period shown accumulate to £6.348m. The change
team undertook a number of other change projects in addition to the collaboration
projects shown above (eg Athena, Mobile/Digital, Enterprise Resource Platform
(ERP)), it is for this reason that the figure has not been merely netted off the savings
to provide a total net savings figure.

6.

Business Case forecasts and benefits

6.1

The following business cases were approved in 2015 (with the exception of the
Information Management Department that was in 2016).

6.2

Firearms Licensing (February 2015) - Total forecast savings specific to
Cambridgeshire were forecast to be £174k. These savings were based on adopting a
single site model. It was ultimately decided that a two site model would be adopted,
forecast savings to Cambridgeshire for this would be £112k. Actual savings removed
from budget £113k.

6.3

Information Management Department (IMD) (May 16) – Total savings forecast for
Cambridgeshire £320k, to date £71k has been removed from the budget. Lower
savings were partly due to a change of accommodation arrangements, increased
regulatory requirements and also the decision to delay collaboration of some aspects
of IMD until Athena is implemented.

6.4

ICT (October 15) – total savings forecast for Cambridgeshire was £2.202m to date
£1.501m has been removed from the budget. Unsurprisingly, demand on ICT is fast
changing, since the business case was approved in 2015 some major change projects
have been initiated that has affected the required resourcing levels.

6.5

Custody (October 15) – total savings forecast for Cambridgeshire was £278k to date
£92k has been removed from the budget. The savings forecast were based upon the
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full collaboration of the custody function including the adoption of a new shift
pattern. Upon further consideration and staff consultation, the shift pattern was not
adopted and only collaboration of the senior management team was implemented.
6.6

CJ phase 1 (October 15) – total savings forecast for Cambridgeshire was £14k to date
£21k has been removed from the budget.

6.7

Public Contact (July 15) – Successful implementation of the preferred option in the
business case was dependent upon a number of complex factors. As a result of the
complexity and delay in the implementation of Athena, the proposals in the business
case for public contact were not implemented. Subsequently there was a shared
public contact senior management team for a period of time.

6.8

Human Resources (May 15) – forecast savings for Cambridgeshire was £.99m. No
savings have been delivered at this time. The savings identified in the business case
are dependent on a new ERP system (delayed), and in addition demand on HR
services has increased significantly since the FBC was written, requiring a temporary
re-investment.

7.

Tracking savings and benefits

7.1

Tracking savings against forecast in a business case is a problematic exercise:


The business cases are approved in principle prior to staff consultation which
can take up to three months and on occasion other aspects have not been
finalised, eg procurement.



Implementation can be a long process, both for technical reasons such as ICT
complexities, or as this must be undertaken in a very measured way, to ensure
that public safety critical services are maintained.



By the time implementation is complete, the operating environment can have
changed significantly in respect of demand, legislative/regulatory changes or
other working practices.

7.2

Public Contact is an example of good governance, at the time the business case was
approved it was known that there were significant critical dependencies, particularly
Athena, but it was considered that it was still a worthwhile project. After approval of
the business case, due to changing circumstances particularly in relation to the delay
in implementing Athena, it was decided by the BCH PCCs and Chief Constables, that
implementation would not proceed. This is an example of a sound project
management approach whereby at key points the decision “do we still proceed?” is
taken, rather than blindly carrying on as new risks/issues materialise.

7.3

A further example of the difficulties of tracking savings is the HR business case. This
was developed on the basis of forecast demand for HR services in the future, given
the forecast budget envelope for the three BCH constabularies at the time. Benefits
would be driven out by implementation of a new ERP system and changed ways of
working. The business case was approved and implemented, but the almost
immediate and unexpected changed budgetary position and consequent sharp
increased officer recruitment, meant that there was a sharp increase in HR demand.
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Savings will not now materialise from HR until the new ERP system is implemented
and demand returns to “normal” levels.
8.

Operational benefits of collaboration

8.1

Collaboration is not just about fulfilling a statutory duty or making savings, although
this is important. The increasingly specialised nature of some policing activity means
that specialist resources and training is required, these are expensive and for them
to provide value for money they must be used, rather than on “standby” or deployed
on other duties. By providing these functions in conjunction with other forces
operational viability is maintained, as the resources are deployed, as and when they
are required, without any single force having to carry the financial burden.
Cambridgeshire is not a large force, in terms of net revenue expenditure it ranks 29th
of the 43 forces. (CIPFA vfm POA 2017). Furthermore, Cambs has the 2 nd lowest
expenditure per head of population in the country (HMICFRS vfm profile November
2017).

8.2

The benefits of collaboration to Cambridgeshire cannot be measured merely by the
savings accruing as a result. The operational benefits of collaboration to
Cambridgeshire become apparent when considering specific specialist areas of
policing:

8.3

Major crime – in Peterborough in 2013 a triple murder was investigated by the BCH
Major Crime Unit, an investigation of this scale would have severely impacted on the
operational effectiveness of the force if Cambridgeshire had not collaborated this
function with Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire. The police response is highly specialised
Det.Supt Jo Walker from the BCH Major Crime Unit has said: "Whilst many of these
crimes go under the radar, they can be resource intensive and extremely sensitive to
deal with and our specialist approach to them can make the difference in saving lives.
All Senior Investigating Officers (SIOs) within MCU go through specialist training for
dealing with Kidnap and Extortion alongside Crime in Action offences. It is recognised
as a difficult area of policing and as such requires a joint coordinated response from
the various specialist departments.”

8.4

Serious and Organised Crime – not only do organised crime groups travel across
county borders, they are sophisticated in their methods and require specialist, often
covert, resources. Any single force cannot tackle this type of criminality alone, to the
extent that the collaboration regarding this extends across the eastern region
including Kent.

8.5

Terrorism – both from an intelligence, immediate response and investigation
perspective, a co-ordinated police capability is essential. Part of that response is
armed policing. In response to the UK threat level rising to “critical” in May 2017
additional armed officers were deployed to provide a visible presence at crowded
places, vulnerable or iconic sites and at events in the region, supporting local
policing. Just as local policing relies upon national resources, local resources also
support national need, in the past year our local armed policing units have provided
substantial support as part of mutual aid to other forces on several occasions.

9.

The non-financial benefits of collaboration
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9.1

The savings to Cambridgeshire of £2.6m from JPS/ERSOU/PSD/Procurement
collaboration, was tangible evidence of the savings potential from structural
collaboration. However, collaboration of those functions alone, created inherent
inefficiencies due to other “enabling” functions remaining separate, specifically, ICT,
HR, Information Management and Information Security, Custody, Criminal Justice.
This meant that officers and staff in collaborated units had to operate to multiple
different policies, procedures, systems and ways of working dependent upon the
area they were working within. The second tranche of collaboration of “enabling
functions” commenced in 2014, has addressed these inefficiencies.

9.2

The national Policing Vision 2025 sets out the plan for policing over the next ten
years and states “It will shape decisions around transformation and how we use our
resources to help to keep people safe and provide an effective, accessible and value
for money service that can be trusted” and that this “can only be delivered by the
whole of policing working together collaboratively in the public interest.” At the core
of the vision is the recognition that 43 forces with independent operating practices
does not deliver value for money and does not keep people safe.

9.3

Through collaboration with Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire are well
placed to continue transformation within this national context whilst ensuring our
local interests are met. With single BCH functions for HR, JPS and ICT, we have the
capacity and scale to influence how these major national change programmes will
impact upon Cambridgeshire.

10.

Role of the PCC

10.1

The PCCs play a significant role regarding collaboration, whilst recognising the
operational independence of Chief Constables. The PCCs commissioned an
independent review of collaboration within BCH. This has resulted in significant
changes in the management and governance of collaborated units and will aid the
driving out of benefits. Changes that have been initiated include:

10.2

Clearer transition of the projects, as they realise their projected benefits, into a
“Business as Usual” way of working that become part of the constabularies’
mainstream management.

10.3

Changed governance arrangements to reflect the difference between change
management and “business as usual” management.

10.4

Performance (including demand management) is managed and controlled by the
delivery/performance boards and reported via the lead chief constable to PCCs to
enable holding to account.

10.5

The joint Strategic Alliance Summit meeting of PCCs and Chief Constables has been
refocused to a more strategic governance and horizon-scanning role. This ensures
that collaboration is in accordance with the agreed legal “Section 22 agreements” (or
they are amended as required), changes to business cases and resources (where
these exceed delegated decision making powers in the BCH scheme of governance)
are formally considered, and that the PCCs provide the strategic direction of
collaborated services and for wider collaboration.
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11.

Recommendation

11.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

Source Documents
Contact Officer
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19 July 2018

Jim Haylett, Head of Business Development, Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner
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TO:

Business Coordination Board

FROM:

Chief Constable

DATE:

19 July 2018

FORCE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
1.

Purpose of Paper

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to provide Business Co-ordination Board (the ‘Board’)
with an update on the Force Management Statement which was submitted to
HMICFRS on 15 June 2018.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

The board to note the contents of this report.

3.

Background

3.1

As part of Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary Fire and Rescue Services
(HMICFRS) inspection programme, all police forces in England and Wales are required
to prepare and submit a Force Management Statement (FMS).

3.2

The FMS is intended to be an explanation of the demand the force expects to face in
the next four years; how the force will change and improve the condition, capacity,
capability, serviceability, performance and security of supply of its workforce and
other assets to cope with that demand; how the force will improve its efficiency to
1
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make sure the gap between future demand and future capability is as small as it can
reasonably be; and the money the force expects to have to do all this.

3.3

The FMS should focus on the areas of the force’s activities that pose the greatest risk
to the public.

3.4

The FMS will be used by HMICFRS in risk assessment (to decide the scope and scale
of inspection fieldwork), as evidence for pre-inspection work and in force inspections,
to highlight good practice, and to reduce the quantity of data the force needs to
supply.

3.5

The FMS does not replace the Police and Crime Plan, Strategic Policing Requirement,
Chief Constable’s Annual Report, Strategic Assessment, Governance Statements or
the Annual Data Requirement.

4.

Approach to Producing the FMS

4.1

Different forces have taken different approaches to the production of the FMS, with
documents varying in length, and with some produced by a single author and others
asking departmental leads to draft sections.

4.2

Given the level of available resources in force, and the need to minimise bureaucracy
for senior managers and collaborated units, a single author approach has been taken
in Cambridgeshire.

4.3

The force has drawn heavily on existing business planning material, including
departmental business plans drafted by heads of department, the Constabulary’s
Workforce Plan, Medium Term Financial Strategy and Strategic Assessment, Local
Policing Review Business Cases, Process Evolution Reports, and Delivery Plans and
Performance Dashboards for collaborated functions.

4.4

The force has been working with Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary
to consider approaches and ensure collaborated units are consistently represented.
Cambridgeshire Constabulary has chosen to follow the ‘Strategic Demand
Assessment’ approach developed by Dr Edward Major in Bedfordshire. This was felt
to be user friendly and appropriate for the task, and makes use of existing risk
methodologies that senior managers are used to.

4.5

The FMS is not intended to be a ‘compendium of everything for everyone’, but rather
to focus attention on areas of risk that really matter to the public of Cambridgeshire.
The FMS has been informed by a business planning session with senior managers at
which future capacity, capability and condition issues were debated, and where
consideration was given to how the Strategic Demand Assessment could be used to
prioritise the deployment of resources through governance processes. The OPCC
were included in this meeting. A factual accuracy check has been completed with
heads of department and with the OPCC.

4.6

The introduction of the force’s new operating model on 30 April 2018 has caused
some challenges with completing the Strategic Demand Assessment, which ideally
would have been completed several months before go live. This means that in some
areas of Local Policing, it has been difficult to assess capacity, as the model has not
2
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yet been fully embedded. The new operating model, with its ‘one team’ approach
and removal of geographic boundaries and central functions is also challenging to
align to the HMICFRS taxonomy. This makes the FMS less user friendly for the public
than we would like.

5.

Risk Tolerance

5.1

As part of the Strategic Demand Assessment, it was necessary for the force to set its
risk tolerance for operational policing demand. This was set at the same level used
for organisational risk (a score of 13 – moderate).

5.2

For functions facing a substantial or higher demand risk, activities will focus on

5.3



Improving capacity and/or capability;



Improving efficiency through business change;



Reducing current and/or future demand;



Transferring current and/or future demand to functions or agencies that are
better able to manage it;



Accepting and documenting the risk.

For functions facing a low or moderate demand risk, activities should focus on:


Maintaining capacity and capability to manage current and future demand.

5.4

In the May 2018 Strategic Demand Assessment, there were no areas of critical
demand risk (Table 1). There was one area of severe demand risk – the Authorities
Bureau. There were six areas of substantial demand risk – JPS Roads Policing, Victim
and Witness Hub, BCH Scientific Services, Partnerships and Operational Support
(Mental Health), Geographic (Domestic Abuse), and Geographic Policing (Response).

5.5

The activity currently planned in 2018/19 to address these risks is shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Strategic Demand Assessment – Areas that Exceed Tolerance
Demand risk

Demand risk score

Critical demand risk
Severe demand risk

Substantial demand risk

Function

20

NIL
C3 Authorities and Standards (Authorities Bureau)

17
17
16

E6 JPS Roads Policing
I3 Victim and Witness Hub
I5 BCH Scientific Services

16
16
13

R5 Partnerships and Operational Support (Mental Health)
S3 Geographic (Domestic Abuse)
R4 Geographic (Response)

Table 2: Strategic Demand Assessment – Managing Priority Demands
Critical demand risk

NIL

3
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C3 Authorities and
Standards
(Authorities)

Severe demand risk

E6 JPS Roads
Policing
I3 Victim and
Witness Hub

Substantial demand risk

I5 BCH Scientific
Services

R5 Partnerships and
Operational
Support (Mental
Health)

S3 Geographic
(Domestic Abuse)

R4 Geographic
(Response)

6.

Work is planned in 2018/19 to baseline demand within the
Authorities Bureau, to understand the required capacity and
capability. This will inform decision making about future
resourcing. Work is ongoing to revise and streamline processes
where possible. Work is also underway as part of 7 force
collaboration to consider how resilience can be developed across
the region.
A review of roads policing services was completed as part of the
JPS2020 change programme, with recommendations due to be
considered by chief officers in summer 2018.
A review of the service was completed in 2017, with appropriate
recommendations implemented. The review will be revisited
following Athena implementation to identify further improvement
opportunities. The introduction of a new case management
system, and improvements through embedding of the
collaborated Administration of Justice function in BCH are
expected to reduce demand, and the force continues to work with
criminal justice partners to find more efficient ways of working
together.
BCH continues to manage increasing accreditation requirements,
which are outside of its control. Some realignment of services to
assist with meeting accreditation requirements will help. Much of
the increased demand relates to digital evidence – improved
triage and training will be needed to manage this.
The risk relates predominantly to the short term nature of the
funding for the Integrated Mental Health Team in the Demand
Hub, combined with increasing awareness of mental health issues
and a focus on vulnerability impacting on levels of demand. The
force will continue to advocate via the Police and Crime
Commissioner longer term funding via the Clinical Commissioning
Group.
The introduction of the new force operating model has moved the
investigation of domestic abuse investigations away from a central
unit to investigation teams based geographically. The impact of
this change on victim care and investigative outcomes will be
closely monitored as part of the post-implementation review over
the next six months. Support is in place from the Head of Public
Protection as head of profession, and work is ongoing to ensure all
officers completing domestic abuse investigations are
appropriately trained and supported. A ‘readiness review’ of the
force’s approach to domestic abuse will be completed in Autumn
2018 to ensure any improvements that are necessary are actioned
quickly. The force will continue to draw on the results of the
domestic abuse victim survey to understand where improvement
is needed.
Challenges relate predominantly to the force’s response to
prompt calls for attendance (priority calls, within 1 hour). In the
new operating model, the shift pattern and resource levels are
better aligned to the demand baseline, and it is expected that the
new model will improve the force’s performance in this area. The
move to North and South policing areas has already improved the
force’s ability to move resources around the force area to meet
demand, and it is expected that new officers joining the force
following the increase in the council tax precept will also help to
relieve the pressure on the frontline response function.

Governance
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6.1

Consideration is being given as to how the FMS can be best used to inform financial
and workforce planning, and accountability and planning processes for collaborated
functions.

7.

Next Steps

7.1

It is the Chief Constable’s intention to publish a redacted version of the FMS.
Discussions are currently continuing with other Chief Officers about how this might
be done.

7.2

The annual FMS cycle begins again in June 2018. The force will refresh the Strategic
Demand Assessment in October 2018, prior to the development of the medium term
financial strategy and workforce plan for 2019/20. This will enable an assessment to
be made of the demand risks that remain following the implementation of the force’s
new operating model.

8.

Recommendations

8.1

BCB members to note the contents of this report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s)
Contact Officer(s)

Chief Inspector Chris Savage, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

19 July 2018

INFORMATION SHARING AGREEMENT
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”)
with regards to the information sharing agreement between the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner and Cambridgeshire Constabulary.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

2.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (the Commissioner) signs the Decision Notice to
approve the Information Sharing Agreement.

3.

Background

3.1

The Information Sharing Agreement (ISA) has been introduced to regulate sharing of
personal data between the Chief Constable of Cambridgeshire Constabulary and the
Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough (OPCC).

3.2

This agreement has been developed with reference to the Data Protection Act 1998,
the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 and the Policing and Crime Act
2017.

4.

Purpose

4.1

The purpose of this agreement is to set out the terms and conditions under which
data held by Cambridgeshire Constabulary will be shared with the OPCC and vice
versa. This agreement recognises that effective joint working is vital in the prevention
and detection of crime, support to victims, enabling the Commissioner (as Data
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Controller) to carry out their official functions or public tasks and meeting the
expectations of the public. The ISA can be found in appendix 1.
5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

5.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (the Commissioner) signs the Decision Notice to
approve the Information Sharing Agreement.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s)

BCB 19th July 2018 Agenda Item 17.0 Appendix 1

Contact Officer(s)

Howard Thackray Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
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Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
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AGREEMENT
Cambridgeshire Police and Police Crime
Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and
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1 Introduction
This Information Sharing Agreement (ISA) has been introduced to regulate sharing of personal
data between the Chief Constable of Cambridgeshire Constabulary and the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough (OPCC).
This agreement has been developed with reference to the Data Protection Act 1998, the
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 and the Policing and Crime Act 2017.
This agreement has been developed to:






Define the purposes for which the Parties have agreed to share information.
Describe the roles and structures that will support the exchange of information
between Parties.
Set out the legal gateway through which the information is shared.
Describe the security procedures necessary to ensure compliance with agency specific
security responsibilities and requirements.
Describe how this arrangement will be monitored and reviewed.

2 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to set out the terms and conditions under which data held
by Cambridgeshire Constabulary will be shared with the OPCC and vice versa. This agreement
recognises that effective joint working is vital in the prevention and detection of crime,
support to victims and witnesses and meeting the expectations of the public.
The Police and Crime Commissioner is required by law to hold the Chief Constable to account
for the effective and efficient policing of Cambridgeshire. Through the legislation listed above,
the PCC is tasked to:






Secure the maintenance of the police force for Cambridgeshire.
Secure that the force is efficient and effective.
Hold the Chief Constable to account for the performance of the force and for the
exercise of the functions under the direction and control of the Chief Constable.
Set the Police budget, the police share of Council tax and the local ‘Police and Crime
Plan’ which sets out the overall strategy for Policing in the area.
Monitor and take a role in Police Complaints.

In order to successfully fulfil these functions, the PCC and the OPCC will need to be supplied
by Cambridgeshire Constabulary with relevant information about policing matters. The PCC
with an electoral mandate and public leadership role will receive complaints and enquiries
about policing matters and other matters within the role of the PCC that will require liaison
with the Chief Constable and sharing of information to ensure public confidence and the best
service to the people making complaints and enquiries.
Section 36 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 requires that the Chief
Officer of Police must give the relevant elected local policing body (ie the PCC) such reports

2

on policing matters that the body may require the Chief Officer to give. The Act also states
that such information must be in a form (if any) specified by the elected local policing body.
The Chief Constable of Cambridgeshire will provide the OPCC access to Cambridgeshire
Constabulary information technology systems. This will include all relevant applications
required for the OPCC to carry out their role. This will not only provide access to a great deal
of required Information (e.g. Intranet, performance management, HR, Finances etc.) but will
ensure that costs are reduced by sharing the same technology systems.
The PCC and the OPCC will also require reports and information to be provided from
Cambridgeshire Constabulary to enable the PCC to carry out their oversight role. These
reports will include:










Financial and budgetary reporting.
Budget planning information.
Information about Cambridgeshire Police performance.
Complaints data.
Information on specific operational queries.
Human resource and diversity monitoring information.
Anti- Social behavior data to fulfil wider community safety responsibilities.
Information with regard to change programmes and business planning.
Any other information that will allow the PCC to exercise their governance role.

Where possible, the OPCC will use Cambridgeshire Constabulary information to which it has
access to provide information for the PCC. Reports will be requested where that information
is not readily accessible or where it requires interpretation, comment or context from
Cambridgeshire Constabulary in order for the PCC to best use the information.
Normal practice with regard to freedom of information (FOI) request will be observed by both
Cambridgeshire Constabulary and the OPCC. The OPCC makes use of the Bedfordshire,
Hertfordshire and Cambridgeshire (BCH) Information Management Department (IMD), a
collaboration between the respective police forces, as it does the collaborated BCH
Information Communications and Technology department (BCH ICT). The OPCC will,
therefore, use the same procedures for FOI and Subject Access requests as the constabulary
unless notified to the relevant departments.
Details of the Cambridgeshire Constabulary FOI process can be found here
Details of the OPCC FOI process can be found here
3 Powers/ Legal Framework
The principal legislation that should be considered when sharing information under this
agreement are:



Police Reform and Social responsibility Act (2011)
Policing and Crime Act 2017

The OPCC will need to make use of police data and provide the police with data given to the
OPCC in order to properly fulfill their respective statutory functions. Information, including
personal data may be shared by the 2 corporations sole in order to allow each to fulfil their
statutory functions. In addition, if not required for statutory purposes, such data may be
supplied with the consent of the subject(s) of the data for the better performance of their
respective roles.
3

4 The Agreement
This agreement relates to any personal or confidential information, irrespective of the
medium in which it is held e.g. paper based, electronic, images or disc. Legal advice on this
agreement should be sought in any case of doubt. It should be applied while following
established and agreed processes within the signatory organisations. In line with the Act as
outlined above, the following principles will be applied when sharing information between
Cambridgeshire Constabulary and the OPCC.














The default will be to share all information required for the PCC to carry out their
functions in an open and transparent way.
Information requests will not interfere with operational policing e.g. there should be
no need to request information about individual offenders or Victims, unless of high
profile or public concern.
Information requests will be proportionate, for a clearly defined purpose and will not
place an unreasonable administrative burden on either party in this agreement.
Data shall be shared using secure systems and when no longer required shall be
disposed of securely in accordance with BCH IMD and BCH ICT procedures. This
includes but is not limited to: retention periods, breach policies, training policies and
privacy impact assessments.
Cambridgeshire Constabulary, the PCC and the OPCC will work together to resolve any
differences and find an appropriate way forward for working together.
Personal data will be shared when it is the only effective way to allow the parties to
fulfill their respective roles.
When practicable personal data will be anonymized or pseudonomized but only where
this will not impact on the ability of the parties to fulfill their statutory functions.
The data will not be further shared without the other party’s consent, and then only
to organisations within the EU or EEA having similar security arrangements.
The parties will make the data available after it is shared only to those who need to
have it to carry out their functions.
The effectiveness of this agreement will be reviewed by the parties annually.
Special category data may also be shared pursuant to this agreement but usual
additional consideration as to the need to share it in order to allow the parties to fulfill
their statutory obligations will be given.
The OPCC will observe the requirement of the constabulary with regard to vetting and
physical security of officers, systems and offices where data is shared.

The head of BCH IMD is the single point of contact (SPOC) for all matters related to
information sharing. The SPOC will advise on the legality and practicality of sharing data. As
much notice as is reasonably possible should be given to request. However, this should be at
least 10 working days for formal information requests. All information should be provided
back to the OPCC as soon as practicable in a timely manner. Officers in the OPCC have access
to force systems and have contacts with force colleagues in their area of business and will use
these contacts as appropriate for less formal requests.
Unmarked documents that are shared between Cambridgeshire Constabulary and the OPCC
are presumed OFFICIAL.
Information classified as OFFICIAL includes:
 The day to day business of policing, including Crime records and intelligence
 The majority of public safety, criminal justice, and law enforcement activities
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Many aspects of defense, security, and resilience
Any commercial interests, including information provided in confidence and
intellectual property
Personal information that is required to be protected under the Data Protection Act
(1998) or other legislation

Official Sensitive – A sub category of official to denote particularly Sensitive personal,
operational or other data where inappropriate access may have damaging consequences for
the individual or organisation. If correspondence bears this marking it should NOT be shared
without the express permission of the originator and in accordance with the handling
instructions. It is the responsibility of each signatory to ensure that:












Information shared is in accordance with the law
Appropriate staff training and awareness sessions are provided in relation to this
agreement
Information is shared responsibly and in accordance with professional and ethical
standards
All information is shared, received , stored and disposed of securely
Any restrictions on the sharing of the information contained in the disclosure, in
addition to those contained within this agreement, should be clearly noted
Information exchanges and refusals are recorded in such a way as to provide an
auditable record
Any electronic information exchange is fully secure ( to IL/3 standard, e.g., those email
addresses with PNN or GSI etc. extensions )
Arrangements are in place to check that this agreement, its associated working
practices, and legal requirements are being adhered to
Any data will only be used for the specific purpose for which it is shared, and
recipients will not release information to any third party without obtaining the
express written authority of the Cambridgeshire Constabulary SPOC, including
requests from the public
The PCC and the OPCC must have been trained in appropriate procedures for the
secure handling of Cambridgeshire Constabulary information. NCALT training is
available and should form part of the induction process for new staff and annually
thereafter.

5 Movement, Storage and Disposal of information
Information will move from Cambridgeshire Constabulary to the PCC and the OPCC via secure
systems. Information will be kept on the OPCC secured shared drive, in folders which only
members of the OPCC have access to. Access permissions to these folders are only granted
on a ‘need- to – know’ basis and access to the Cambridgeshire Constabulary network is only
possible with an individual username and password.
It is not the intention of this agreement that information will be produced in a hard format. If
the information is printed off an electronic system, it will be the party’s responsibility to keep
the information secure by measures such as storing documents in a locked container when
not in use. Access to printed documents must be limited only to those with a valid `need to
know’ that information. There should also be a clear desk policy where Cambridgeshire
Constabulary information will only be accessed when needed and stored correctly and
securely when not in use.
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All Cambridgeshire Constabulary data will be disposed of in line with Cambridgeshire
Constabulary data retention policies on an annual basis and / or once it is no longer needed.
If information is printed off an electric system, the PCC and OPCC will ensure that the papers
will be disposed of either via their confidential waste disposal system, or via a cross-shredder.
6 Security
ISO/IEC 27002:2013 code of practice for information security Management provides a
baseline for security arrangements. Parties should ensure they have appropriate security
arrangements in place. Certification For ISO/IEC 27002:2013 may not be possible for some
partners, but both parties should seek to comply with the principles it contains.
7 Liability
Cambridgeshire Constabulary cannot be held responsible for breaches of this protocol by the
OPCC, or complaints arising from these breaches. The OPCC is not responsible for breaches
of this protocol by Cambridgeshire Constabulary, or complaints arising from these breaches.
All information that is disclosed under this agreement remains the property of the original
data owner, and partners must obtain expressed permissions from the original owner prior
to further dissemination. The original data owner is responsible for the accuracy of its
information, and must inform partners of any subsequent changes to it.
Each party will be accountable for any misuse of the information supplied to it and the
consequences of such misuse by its employees, servants, or agents. Any disclosure of
information by an employee which is made in bad faith, or for motives of personal gain, will
be the subject of an internal inquiry and be treated as a serious matter.
It is the responsibility of the party to ensure it complies with this agreement and any
associated legislation. It is understood that breaches of this agreement could lead to the
termination of this agreement, and the destruction of all previously shared information.
Complaints and breaches must be dealt with by utilising each party’s established policies and
procedures for breaches and complaints. Breaches and any immediate action taken to
mitigate the risk caused by that breach must be notified to the originating partner as soon as
is practicable, and in any case, within 72 hours.
8 Management and Operation of the Protocol
This ISA will be active from May 2018. The review of this protocol will be completed 6 months
after commencement, and annually from the date of commencement thereafter or after an
appointment of a new PCC or Chief Constable. This will be undertaken by both parties. The
purpose of the review is to ensure it is fit for purpose, covers all that is required and is neither
too extensive nor too narrow for its purpose.
The OPCC will adopt the information management policies of Cambridgeshire Constabulary
although it may after consulting with the Cambridgeshire Constabulary SPOC adapt those
policies where appropriate.
Cambridgeshire Constabulary may want to request a copy of the partner’s information
security policy (where it exists) when sensitive personal data is to be shared.
Signatories to this agreement shall grant BCH IMD and ICT all reasonable access to enable an
audit to take place to ensure compliance with the information management, and security
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requirements

& obligations

of this agreement.

Signatories shall provide

all reasonable

assistance to enable the audit to be completed. The signatory can exercise its right under this
agreement to audit compliance in relation to its own information shared with Cambridgeshire
Constabulary.

9 Signatures
Chief Constable. Cambridgeshire
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